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Julien’s Auctions will broadcast live streaming video of the auction and provide viewers with 

real-time, interactive bidding during the auction.  Online viewers can watch the auction in real-time

and bid live against the bidders in the room, phone bidders, proxy bidders and other collectors from

around the world.  You may also place bids online in the weeks leading up to the auction.  

Visit www.juliensauctions.com for more information.

BEVErLy HiLLs EXHiBiTion sCHEDuLE

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 – Friday, September 16 th, 2011

10 am – 5 pm PDT, Monday through Saturday

Free to the public. Closed on Sundays

AuCTion sCHEDuLE

Saturday, September 17, 2011

Session I: 10:00 am PDT

Session II: 2:00 pm PDT  

EXHiBiTion & AuCTion LoCATion

Julien’s Auctions

9665 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 150

Beverly Hills, California 90210

Parking: Valet parking is available on site Monday through

Friday during exhibition and auction hours. Saturday is self park.

For inquiries, please contact Julien’s Auctions at (310) 836-1818

Fax: 310-742-0155, Email: info@juliensauctions.com

Cover Photograph courtesy of MPTV Images.
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y husband, Tony, was an incredible collector, a fine art and antiques connoisseur, a glamorous and voracious
clotheshorse, a bigger than life Hollywood Icon and an enthusiastic and nutty Pack Rat. 

He referred to all of his personal items as “his goods,” and he was always so proud to show these goods off to friends and visi-
tors throughout his long and full life. Stepping into our home was like stepping into the best museum one could ever hope to visit-
artifacts, fine antiques, beautiful furniture, Hollywood memorabilia- all arranged in an amazing and interesting way. A Picasso
vase held court next to something as simple as a piece of curled up string that Tony could have picked up off the street. In Tony’s
eyes, both would have been as equally captivating. Our home was an eclectic treasure trove, or as Tony would say, a peek into
his creative (well, he used a different and unprintable phrase here!) brain and psyche.  On any morning one could wake up to
an entirely rearranged display of his goods.  

As you look through the following pages, you will catch a glimpse into the real Tony. Notice the way he filled boxes with small
items; most of these things he found on his world travels, slipped (or sometimes just plain clipped) into his pocket and later
arranged in a box or on a table top. That scrappy kid from the Bronx was always walking along beside him, his eyes searching
the streets for interesting and discarded objects to collect and display.

Here you will also see the fine art collector’s discerning eye for beauty in lines and colors. Though not formally trained, Tony
twice studied at the French Academy in Rome under the tutelage of his close friend, Balthus. Throughout his lifetime, he admired,
befriended, supported and collected artwork from the likes of Andy Warhol and Pablo Picasso amongst so many others.  Tony
considered himself an artist first- who also loved to act. He was an avid painter his entire life and enjoyed what became a flour-
ishing art career that began with a young boy’s chalk drawings on the streets of New York in front of his father’s tailor shop. 

Tony loved being a Movie Star and enjoyed his fame. But he always remained kind, approachable and generous with his
beloved fans. He always made time to shake a fan’s hand, sign an autograph or even speak on the phone to a fan’s unbelieving
and blushing mother!

A portion of the proceeds of this sale will go to Shiloh Horse Rescue which was founded by Tony and me in 2003. Shiloh, a
501(c)(3) non profit, rescues and rehabilitates abused, neglected and slaughter bound horses of all types. Shiloh became a great
passion of Tony’s in his later years, and he often spoke publically about horse welfare issues. Our ranch was a refuge of peace
and quiet for Tony, a place where he could wander and interact with the special animals that call Shiloh home. It is here that
Tony and I were in the midst of planning to build his “House of Prevy,” based on an ancient Italian house plan in Pompeii, when
he became ill in July 2010. 

Thank you to Darren Julien and everyone at Julien’s Auctions. Tony met the guys in June 2010 at a Julien’s auction near our home
in Las Vegas. He immediately hit it off with them. As we headed home that evening, he said, “Jillie, I’ve got goods I could sell.
Why don’t we do that?” That is how much he liked Darren, Martin, Michael, and the rest of the Julien’s Family. Knowing how
much Tony liked Darren and his team made a difficult decision easier - what to do with all of Tony’s “goods”- goods that could
not possibly fit in our new “House of Prevy.” Knowing how much Tony loved his fans, it is my sincere hope that this auction is ac-
cessible to everyone, not just collectors of fine arts and antiques. Tony would have loved knowing that the fans who loved him
could also share in his legacy. He loved his fans as much as they loved him.

Julien’s has done a spectacular job helping celebrate, honor and share this amazing, complicated, humorous, gentle, loving, in-
telligent and irreplaceable man’s journey through this thing called Life.

Jill Curtis
August 1, 2011
Las Vegas, NV

M
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SESSION I, 10:00AM PDT
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17TH, 2011

LOTS 1–228



2 
PAIR OF WWII NAVAL “DUMMY” CARTRIDGES
Two cartridges used for U.S. Naval training. Oak
and steel.  Marked on bottom “3/ DUMMY
CARTRIDGE/ MK 6-50 CAL/ 1944/ BET HM,”
with an engraved anchor and other effaced
engraving. Height, 35 inches

$600 – 800

12 | Property from the Estate of Tony Curtis

1 
GROUP OF HUNGARIAN SOUVENIR ITEMS
A group of items from Budapest, Hungary, comprised of a medallion of Gundel Karoly, a Budapest
Fovaros Tanacas medal in a box, a box of three commemorative coins celebrating 1,000 years of
Hungarian statehood, a painted ceramic jug, a black carved wooden box and other small souvenir items.
Size varies.

$200 – 300
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4 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS NAVY ITEMS
Comprised of two service ribbon bars, one with a WWII Victory Medal; a certificate from the Imperial Domain of the Golden Dragon made
out to “Bernard Schwartz SM3c” for crossing the 180th Meridian February 9, 1945; an award of appreciation from the San Diego USO
with plaque inscribed to Tony Curtis; an award of appreciation from the U.S. Navy Band; a USO pin; and a U.S. Navy tie clip.

$800 – 1,200

3 
TONY CURTIS BECK-CEE OFFICER OF THE DECK SPYGLASS
A 1943 WW II Ten Power Mark II Model 1 spyglass in a fitted wooden case marked “U.S.N., BU. Ships, Serial 10814” and “Property of
Tony Curtis.”  3 1/2 by 24 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

$300 – 500
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5 
18TH CENTURY STYLE MODERN BUREAU
A Chippendale style unfinished wood sideboard
with shell and foliate carved apron, carved ball
and claw feet, two side cabinet doors, and two
pull-out drawers with green painted handles.
37 by 76 by 23 inches

$400 – 600

6 
PAIR OF ANTIQUE GILDED MIRRORS
With carved figural crest and decorative
swags.  Antique frames with modern glass.
Approximately 58 by 38 inches each

$2,000 – 4,000

7 
HINGE-OPENING CABINET CHEST
With later added gilded Neoclassical style hardware and fancy
painted interior.  The top is hinge-opening with two false drawer
fronts on the case, and the bottom drawer pulls out.  30 1/2 by 41
1/2 by 21 1/2 inches

$800 – 1,200
Contour By Getty Images
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8

10

98 
PAIR OF ANTIQUE CARVED
WOODEN CORBELS
A pair of wood and gesso
corbels with parcel gilding.
17 by 13 by 8 inches

$200 – 400

9
NEOCLASSICAL STYLE OVAL
WALL MIRROR ASSEMBLAGE
In gilded plaster composition.
With ornamental Korean shoes
and trouble dolls in a pouch
draped on the ribbon crest and
a selection of poems and
phrases taped to the glass.
24 3/4 by 19 3/4 inches

$150 – 250

10
ANTIQUE FRENCH BOMBE
COMMODE
An 18th century three-drawer
chest featuring brass batwing
escutcheons and flower handle
pulls, shell carving on the
apron, and short cabriole legs
with scrolled feet.   34 3/4 by
46 1/2  by 23 1/4 inches

$2,000 – 4,000
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11 
FRENCH PROVINCIAL FARM TABLE
The top has multiple planks and a pull-out side drawer on one end, a pull-out work
surface on the other.  28 1/4 by 59 by 27 inches

$300 – 500

13 
PROVINCIAL  DROP LEAF TABLE
A gate leg table with fluted legs.  60 by 42 inches, extended

$300 – 500

12 
OCTAGONAL WOODEN OCCASIONAL TABLE
In a 17th century style, with ball and block turned legs.
28 by 21 1/4 by 21 inches

$200 – 400
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14 
EARLY 18TH CENTURY ENGLISH
CHEST ON STAND
The case has two pull-out drawers on
a stand with a stretcher support (rear
stretcher lacking).  With replacement
hardware.  Marked with a tag on the
back, “For Antiques/ Walton & Co./
Mere, Wilts.” 40 1/2 by 39 3/4 by
24 inches

$600 – 800

15 
WALNUT CORNER CABINET
A flat topped corner cabinet with
scalloped shelves, paneled doors,
and ogee feet.   83 by 48 by 27
1/2 inches

$400 – 600

14

15
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17

18

16

16 
CHRISTOFLE, CARTIER, AND LIMOGES TABLE ARTICLES
Comprised of a rectangular silverplated Christofle tray with
rounded corners, a set of three Cartier sterling panthers
with blue cobalt balls in a fitted red box, a Cartier stainless
and sterling money clip, and a set of three blue Limoges
porcelain boxes with gilded decoration, two egg form and
one an oval box.  Tray, 13 3/4 by 11 inches

$1,200 – 1,800

17 
GROUP OF SILVERPLATED TABLEWARE
Comprised of an International Silver Co. oval serving tray
with gadrooned edge, monogrammed “C,” an International
Silver Co. double-handled wine cooler in the same pattern,
and an unmarked baluster shaped pitcher with floral and
foliate decoration.  Tray,  21 by 14 inches

$150 – 250

18 
BACCARAT GLASS VASE AND TWO OTHER ITEMS
The vase has fluted decoration.  Together with an Orrefors
bowl and an etched Mikasa flower vase.  Tallest height, 13
1/4 inches

$200 – 300
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19 
TWO ORIENT & FLUME GLASS ITEMS AND OTHER
TABLETOP SCULPTURES
Comprised of an Orient & Flume paperweight,
inscribed on base and numbered 7/250; an Orient
& Flume vase, inscribed on base; a lucite rectangular
form four chamber hourglass; and a stepped glass
obelisk.  Tallest height, 16 3/4 inches

$200 – 300

20 
BACCARAT AND TIFFANY GLASS TABLE ARTICLES
Comprised of a clear swan, a lavender butterfly, and
a blue heart, all by Baccarat, together with another
cobalt heart by Tiffany.  Swan height, 4 1/4 inches

$200 – 300

21 
GROUP OF FIVE DECORATIVE BOXES
In a variety of international styles.  One is marked
“Made in India,” one is inlaid in a Middle Eastern
style and holds glass balls, one is painted soapstone,
one is imitation cinnabar from the Hong Kong
Peninsula Hotel, and one has brass mounts.  Size
varies.

$100 – 200

22 
GROUP OF TABLE CLOCKS
From makers Mikimoto, Waterford, Dunhill, and
Linden and one unmarked, in the form of a studio
camera.  Largest, 5 3/4 by 5 3/4 inches

$200 – 400

19

21

20

22
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23

24

25

23 
ANTIQUE ASIAN LACQUER CABINET AND
JEWELRY BOX
A very fine decorative lacquer cabinet
featuring vignettes of exotic birds in
landscapes with hand painting and gilding
(in very fragile condition), with engraved
brass hardware. Together with a similar
jewelry box with hinge-opening lid featuring
a beveled edge mirror.  Largest, 17 1/2 by
17 by 9 1/2 inches

$800 – 1,200

24 
GROUP OF ASIAN DECORATIVE ITEMS
INCLUDING A CLOISONNE VASE
Comprised of six nesting wooden boxes, an
oval box with the lid in the form of a face, a
jewelry chest, and the vase with koi fish
painted inside.  Largest box, 4 by 13 1/2
by 10 1/4 inches

$300 – 500

25 
ASIAN WATERCOLOR FLOWER DRAWING
AND TWO BOXES
A watercolor on paper drawing of a pink
and white flowering branch, signed with
Asian characters, together with an
octagonal wooden box with bronze
hardware and a rectangular tabletop box
with multiple pull-out drawers.  Artwork 21
1/2 by 35 1/2 inches, framed

$300 – 500
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26 
18TH CENTURY ASIAN SIX-PANEL SCREEN
17th/18th century painted and gilded scenes of
battle and court life.  Panels detached and in
fragile condition.  Four middle screens, 23 1/4
by 61 inches; two end panels, 24 by 61 inches
each

$2,000 – 4,000

27 
ASIAN BOXES AND OTHER ITEMS
A wooden box with a mother of pearl
decorated lid containing calligraphy supplies,
marked “Made in Korea.”  Together with a
black lacquer jewelry box with a decorated lid,
a 20th century Korean tripod pot, a wooden
chop mark seal, and an Asian ceramic square
dish with floral decoration.  Box, 3 by 12 1/2
by 9 1/4 inches

$200 – 400

28 
GROUP OF FOUR ASIAN DOLLS
Comprised of a large Japanese geisha doll
made of fabric and mounted on a wooden base
and three smaller composition Chinese and
Japanese dolls.  Largest height, 19 1/2 inches

$200 – 400

29 
GROUP OF ASIAN DECORATIVE ITEMS
Comprised of a large ovoid polychrome vase
featuring a tiger, marked “Made in Korea”; a
bronze horse statuette; a green ceramic buddha
figurine; and a turquoise and gold painted
ceramic cleric.  Vase height, 11 inches

$300 – 500

26

27

2928
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30

33

31

32
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30 
RUDOLF HRADIL (HUNGARIAN, 1925-2007)
Still life with flowers, oil on canvas. Signed “Hradil” lower right.
Hradil studied with Fernand Leger in the early 1950s.  Hallmarks
of his style are muted colors and depictions of everyday items.
36 by 28 inches (sight); 44 1/2 by 37 inches, framed

$2,000 – 4,000

31 
GRAND CERAMIC FRUIT SCULPTURE
A polychrome painted and modeled basket of fruit and
vegetables.  Height, 28 inches

$400 – 600

32 
PAIR OF CERAMIC ELEPHANT PLANT STANDS
With green, gold, and rose glazed colors. 18 by 12 by 24 inches

$400 – 600

33 
PAINTED THREE-DRAWER DRESSER
An Italian painted antique dresser with faux marble painted top.  35
1/2 by 45 by 22 inches

$400 – 600

34 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A mixed media assemblage sculpture featuring a Tiffany mantel clock in
glass enclosure (non-operational) with a key, marbles, compass, and a
medal on the bottom.   13 by 7 by 5 3/4 inches

$600 – 800

35 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A mixed media assemblage featuring a wax covered glass bottle with a
tarot card, beads, and game pieces inside. Together with another glass
bottle assemblage with Victorian paper figurines inside.  Both unsigned.
Larger, height, 11 1/2 inches

$400 – 600

36 
GROUP OF FOUR TABLE  CLOCKS INCLUDING TWO BY TIFFANY & CO.
Comprised of a Tiffany & Co. traveling clock, a silverplated four-dial
travel clock with hygrometer and thermometer, an Ebel Loupe traveling
clock, and another Tiffany boxed clock inscribed “Happy Birthday Tony/
June 3, 1990/ Hotel Bel-Air.” Largest,  4 1/2 by 4 1/2 by 3 inches

$600 – 800

37 
WATERCOLOR OF RUSSIAN PEASANTS
A watercolor, gouache, and pen and ink drawing on paper depicting six Russian
peasant women. Signed lower right, illegibly, possibly in Cyrillic, and dated lower
right.  9 1/4 by 11 1/2 inches (image); 15 1/2 by 18 1/2 inches, framed

$800 – 1,200

36

37

3534
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38 
JOHN CAMPBELL MITCHELL,
RSA (BRITISH, 1862-1922)
“Summer Sunshine,” oil on
canvas, signed lower left “J.
Campbell Mitchell.”  Mitchell
taught at the Edinburgh
College of Art. 

PROVENANCE The Fine Art
Society, Edinburgh  12 1/4 by
14 1/2 inches; 17 by 19
inches, framed

$800 – 1,200

39 
GEORGES ANDRE KLEIN
(FRENCH, 1901-1992)
“Bouquet de Roses au Vase
Blue,” circa 1970, oil on
canvas.  Signed “G.A. Klein”
lower right.  PROVENANCE
Galerie Marie L. André, Paris   

EXHIBITED Galerie Marie L.
Andre, “Georges-Andre Klein
Peintures,” Paris, April - May
1970  21 3/8 by 25 1/2
inches

$2,000 – 4,000

40 
OAK CHIP CARVED
TWO TIER STAND
Elizabethan style two tier stand
with a pull-out drawer.
Modern with antique elements.
22 1/2 by 44 1/4 by 16 1/2
inches

$200 – 400

38

38

39

39

40
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41 
‘TRICK PONY MECHANICAL BANK
A cast iron mechanical bank, stamped “Pat’d
June 2nd and July 7th, 1885” under the
base. 8 by 7 by 2 1/2 inches

$300 – 500

42 
STANLEY BLEIFELD (AMERICAN, 1924-2011)
Two sculptures, the first, “The Homecoming,”
inscribed “S Bleifeld ‘90”; 17 1/2 inches
high. The second, “The Lone Sailor,”
inscribed “S Bleifeld ‘86”;  9 1/2 inches
high. These are replicas of original United
States Navy Memorial statues located in
Washington, D.C.

$300 – 500

43 
CAST IRON HORSE DRAWN PUMPER
A reproduction of an antique toy in painted
cast iron. Stamped “Repro.” 8 1/2 by 23
inches

$150 – 250

44 
HARRODS TOY CAR AND TRICK DOG BANK
A vintage style toy car marked “Harrods
Knightsbridge.”  Tony Curtis was a good
friend of the late Dodi Fayed and this car
was a gift from Mohamed Fayed.  Together
with a replica of the James Capron Trick Dog
bank.  Car, 7 1/2 by 11 by 5 1/2 inches

$200 – 300

45 
CARVED STONE PANEL IN TWO SECTIONS
A stone panel carved in medieval style
depicting seafaring men in a ship.  Presumed
to be antique. 22 1/2 by 12 inches

$400 – 600
43

42

41

44 45
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46 
ANTIQUE FRENCH PROVINCIAL CABINET
An oak cabinet with two doors, floral carving, bronze
hardware, and a scalloped apron, carved with the date
“1841.”  36 1/2 by 53 1/2 by 19 inches

$600 – 800

47 
SOUTHEAST ASIAN STONE BUDDHA HEAD
This head from a life-size statue has no markings but
appears to be modern.  Height, 12 1/2 inches

$400 – 600

48 
TERRA COTTA CRECHE FIGURE HEAD OF A SAINT
A continental polychrome painted terra cotta statue head
of a saint in a glass display box.  Glass box, 10 by 10
by 10 inches

$400 – 600

49 
GROUP OF THREE  ANCIENT STYLE VESSELS
All presumed to be modern replicas, including a repaired Greek double-
handled painted terra cotta vase decorated with two heads in profile and
scrolling acanthus, a squat terra cotta vase, and a tripod footed dish filled
by Tony Curtis with shells.  Largest height, 7 1/2 inches; diameter 7 inches

$200 – 400

50 
GROUP OF REPLICA SCULPTURES
Comprised of an Etruscan replica bronze boy and three Egyptian figurines,
two Bast cat goddesses and a carved head mounted on a black base.
Tallest height, 14 1/2 inches

$200 – 300

51
FIVE SMALL ETHNOGRAPHIC FIGURINES
Three grey columnar stone statuettes, a terra cotta animal totem, and a
fertility goddess.  Largest height, 5 1/4 inches

$200 – 300

46

47

48

51

50

49
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52
VINTAGE CAST STONE DOLPHIN
A fragment from a fountain.
Height, 13 inches

$200 – 300

53 
TWO MODERN CLASSICAL STYLE
STATUE HEADS
The first, a cast Roman style head
on a black socle with attached iron
key to the city of Taormina
inscribed to Tony Curtis; the
second, a distressed painted white
concrete head on attached socle.
Height, 18 1/2 inches each

$300 – 500

54 
GROUP OF THREE STATUES
Comprised of a military portrait
bust in Parian marble, a wooden
carved bust of a woman wearing a
head scarf, and a Victorian style
Neoclassical marble female head.
Largest height, 13 1/2 inches

$200 – 300

55
JORGE HUGO ROMAN
(ARGENTINIAN, 1925-2004)
An ancient style carved stone head
of a girl on a black wood base.
Inscribed “JH Roman” on top.
Height, 14 1/2 inches

$800 – 1,200

56 
20TH CENTURY FOX PROP GRECO-
ROMAN PLATE
A plate decorated in black on red
ground depicting a Greek warrior.
Marked on the verso “S.130/
Italy” and incised “20-C-Fox-32-2-
38998.”

$100 – 200

57 
ROMAN MARBLE RELIEF
FRAGMENT
Depicting a high-ranking couple
carved in low relief on a rose
colored fragment.  Presumed to be
from the 19th/20th century.  With
staple repairs on verso.  9 by 7
inches

$300 – 500

52 53

54

55

56 57
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58 
VINTAGE GRAF APSCO MICROSCOPE
In a case with extra lenses and boxes of slides.  Model 25625.
Case, 10 by 14 1/4 by 9 inches

$200 – 300

59 
GROUP OF VINTAGE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT
Comprised of a Polaroid
110B camera and various
lenses, light meters, and
paraphernalia marked
Nikon, Reflekta, and
Yashica.  Size varies.

$100 – 200
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60 
GROUP OF THREE WIRE SCULPTURES
A group of wire and metal sculptures, the first
of ducks and reeds, the second of a whale and
fish, inscribed illegibly on the base, and the
third an abstract form with two metal discs.
Tallest height, 18 1/2 inches

$200 – 300

61 
GROUP OF FOUR BRONZE BOXES
Comprised of a rectangular metal box with
Florentine scrolling and a missing decorative
shield in the reserve, with wooden nickels and
other items collected by Tony Curtis; another
rectangular brass box with a golf shield; a
smaller octagonal brass box; and a woven
oval box marked “Made in India.”  Largest,
2 3/4 by 7 3/8 by 4 3/8 inches

$200 – 300

62 
GROUP OF DECORATIVE MIRRORS
AND VIETRI BOXES
One Rococo style mirror and one Peruvian
painted and gilded mirror, together with a
Vietri gilded jewelry box with interior mirror,
containing keys, coins and trinkets, and
another distressed painted decorative box
with two pull-out drawers.  Largest mirror,
12 1/2 by 6 1/4 inches

$200 – 400

60

61

62
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63 
PAINTED LACQUER TRAY WITH
LIGHTERS AND OTHER ASSORTED
TRINKETS
A red lacquer tray of assorted items
collected by Tony Curtis with keys,
lighters, and other found objects.
12 1/2 by 9 3/4 by 2 inches

$300 – 500

64 
GROUP OF SEVEN TONY CURTIS RAY-
BAN AVIATOR SUNGLASSES
Each in its own case. The rim metals
and lens colors vary.

$300 – 500

65 
PAINTED LACQUER TRAY WITH
BASEBALLS AND OTHER ASSORTED
TRINKETS
A red lacquer tray of assorted items
collected by Tony Curtis with baseballs,
badges, pins, and other found objects.
12 1/2 by 9 3/4 by 2 inches

$300 – 500
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66 
GROUP OF THREE FOUNTAIN PENS
Comprised of a Sheaffer sterling
overlay fountain pen with 14k nib, a
Brandauer fountain pen with eight nibs
in a fitted box commemorating Queen
Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee, and another
unmarked fountain pen with a nib
marked “Iridium point W. Germany.”

$200 – 300

67
TWO MONTBLANC MEISTERSTUCK
FOUNTAIN PENS
Black with gilded rings, with model
4810 14k nibs.  One in original case.

$300 – 500

68 
GROUP OF FIVE BALLPOINT PENS
Comprised of a Waterman “Carene”
pen, a multi-wood pen by Lau Lau
Woodworks, Honolulu, a wood pen
marked USS Constitution, an unmarked
wood pen, and a Sheaffer pen, each in
original cases.  Together with a
Burberry mechanical pencil in a case
and a decorated silver pen barrel.

$200 – 300

69 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS SERENGETI,
SILHOUETTE, AND OTHER SUNGLASSES
Each in its own case. Also included are
three pair of collapsible sunglasses.
The rim metals and lens colors vary.

$150 – 250

67

68

69

66
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70

71

72

73

70 
WOODEN DECOUPAGE TRAY WITH HORSES
Filled with a variety of trinkets collected by Tony Curtis.  1 3/4 by
10 5/8 by 16 3/8 inches

$100 – 200

71 
PLAYING CARD THEMED ITEMS AND THREE GLASS JARS
Comprised of a wooden box decorated with an image of playing
cards on the lid, a set of four wooden coasters with a card suit theme
marked “West Germany,” and a wooden box containing Mardi
Gras beads and a photo reproduction of a picture of the Curtis
family circa 1959, featuring Tony Curtis performing a card trick.
Together with three glass jars filled with hotel keys, coins, corks and
other objects.

$200 – 300

72 
GROUP OF THREE BONE AND HORN BOXES
Comprised of one large box with Eastern European style bronze
decoration on the lid, two cabochon insets and purple lining,
together with a set of two smaller boxes, one with rounded corners
and ebony inlay, the other with squared corners and leather lining.
The two smaller boxes have trinkets such as corks, coins, and
marbles inside.  Largest, 2 1/2 by 9 by 5 1/2 inches

$200 – 400

73 
GROUP OF THREE DECORATIVE BOXES WITH COLORED GLASS
The first, entirely covered in multicolored strips and containing a
collection of reading glasses; the second, inlaid with millefiori style
glass rounds on the lid and sides; the third, with colored glass stones
on the lid and filled with trinkets collected by Tony Curtis.  Largest, 3
by 8 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches

$200 – 300
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74 
CIFUENTES CIGAR BOX AND

COFFIN BOX
A gold illustrated “Cifuentes 1876”

cigar box with brass hardware
containing a collection of assorted

trinkets such as bicentennial U.S.
coins, pins, cuff links, and medals

assembled by Tony Curtis. Together
with a wooden coffin shaped box.

Largest, 2 by 6 1/2 by 10 1/4
inches

$200 – 300

Meeting Cornell and seeing his boxes reminded me of some of the artistic

impulses I'd had as a kid.  I used to ask my dad for his empty cigar boxes and use

them to store all kinds of crazy stuff-- skate keys, chewing gum wrappers, stamps,

marbles--whatever I could think of.  Whenever we moved, I made sure to take

those boxes with me.  Joseph Cornell's fascination with his mother's powder boxes

reminded me of my father's cigar boxes, and I decided to start using them again.  

TOny CuRTiS, AMERiCAn PRinCE, A MEMOiR, PAGE 256
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75 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A shadowbox assemblage of found objects and handwritten letters.  10 1/2 by 15 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches

$2,500 – 3,500

Boxes, whether you call them assemblages, constructions, to

even shadow boxes, are a means of building, controlling and

preserving your personal environment. 

TOny CuRTiS
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76 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A shadowbox assemblage of found objects and photographs, with corks, beads, and jewelry fragments.
10 3/4 by 8 3/4 by 2 3/4 inches

$2,500 – 3,500
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78 
RICHARD GINORI JUBILAEUM ASHTRAY
A gilded porcelain dish in the original box containing a collection of trinkets and pins compiled by Tony Curtis. Together with a tooled and
gilded red leather and red velvet lined valet box with items collected by Curtis, including a single 14k gold cufflink monogrammed “C,”
another single 18k gold square cufflink, a Trifari bangle bracelet, and other assorted costume jewelry.  Largest, 3 by 10 1/4 by 8 inches

$200 – 300

77 
GROUP OF FIVE SILVER DECORATIVE BOXES
Comprised of a trinket box in 800 silver with engraved and engine turned decoration surmounted by a lid with jadeite stone and synthetic
ruby set in scrolling foliage; an engraved decorated case with a reserve featuring a European building in a landscape; another engraved
decorated case with silver top and wood base with red velvet lining fitted for a pocket watch (watch extant but unmarked and non-
operational); another engraved case depicting the Arc de Triomphe containing two pocket watches and winding keys; and one unmarked
Georgian tea caddy with lozenge decorated ivory case. Size varies. NOTE This lot will only be shipped domestically.

$2,000 – 3,000
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79 
TREASURE CHEST WITH COSTUME
JEWELRY
A red velour lined decorative embossed
brass box filled with costume jewelry.
5 1/4 by 7 by 5 inches

$200 – 300

80 
GROUP OF ONE PAPIER MACHÉ BOX
AND THREE WOODEN BOXES
Comprised of an oblong painted and
gilded papier maché box with floral
motif inside and out, a Georgian
burlwood decorative trinket box with a
shield inlaid on the lid containing an
Elvis Records number 54 trading card,
a contemporary wooden velvet lined
box fitted with a cobalt glass ball and
black and white postcard photograph
of a young Tony Curtis, and a double-
handled antique locking box with key,
interior painted red and with
replacement hardware.  Largest, 5 1/2
by 12 1/4 by 7 inches

$600 – 800

81 
GROUP OF THREE WOODEN BOXES,
ONE WITH BURLWOOD LID
Comprised of a locking box in fine
figured wood and two other wooden
boxes fitted with metal hardware.
Some contain trinkets compiled by Tony
Curtis.  Largest, 6 by 12 1/2 by 7
inches

$200 – 400

79

80

81
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85

82 84

83

82 
AUDEMARS PIGUET 18K
WHITE GOLD AND DIAMOND
WRISTWATCH
The square black dial with
silver toned baton chapters,
surrounded by 40 full-cut round
diamonds totaling approx
0.80cts., and graded G-H
color and VS clarity.  Dial,
case and movement signed
"Audemars Piguet," 17 jewels,
with later added leather strap.

$700 – 900

83 
OMEGA SILVER NIELLO OPEN-
FACED POCKET WATCH AND
FOB CHAIN
The round white dial with
black and red Arabic chapters,
40mm., with subsidiary
seconds dial.  Dial, case and
movement signed Omega

$150 – 250

84
GROUP OF LADIES' JEWELRY
Including a retro 14k yellow
gold and ruby wristwatch, by
Sheffeld, 17 Jewels, with later
added stainless steel flexible
bands.  Together with an
antique metal locket ring with
a photograph of Tony Curtis
inside.

$300 – 500

85 
GROUP OF STERLING ITEMS
A silver buckle watch, marked
800 silver, by Cornfeld et Cie,
the reserse bearing inscription
"Tony, December 1971."
Together with a metal and
sterling silver key chain by
Tiffany & Co., in original box.

$200 – 300
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86 
VACHERON & CONSTANTIN 18K YELLOW GOLD WRISTWATCH
The square gold toned dial with black Roman chapters and seconds
dial.  Dial, case and movement signed "Vacheron & Constantin,"
adjusted 18 jewels, to a later added Must de Cartier leather strap
and gold toned clasp.

$1,500 – 2,000

87 
THREE INGERSOLL MICKEY MOUSE WATCHES
Including a round dial watch with original strap and box; a cushion
shaped watch with later added strap; and a cushion shaped watch
without a strap.

$200 – 300

88 
GROUP OF EIGHT METAL WRISTWATCHES
By makers Coleman, Baume & Mercier, Seiko, Movado, Genoa,
Breitling and Fairchild.

$200 – 400

89 
THREE METAL WRISTWATCHES
By makers Universal, Citivas and Obrey.

$100 – 200 89

88

86

87
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90 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A painted ceramic ovoid form vase with blue figures on a red
ground.  The interior is painted but not signed.  From the art
studio at Tony Curtis’ Las Vegas home. Height, 11 inches

$1,500 – 2,000

91 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A painted ceramic double-handled vase with bright multicolored
flowers and other forms on a red ground.  The interior is painted red
and signed “tony curtis” in yellow paint. Height, 10 inches

$2,000 – 3,000
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92 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Nature’s Bounty,” wool tapestry on canvas backing, manufactured by Celebrity Tapestries.  This piece hung above the bed in Tony Curtis’
bedroom.  30 by 24 inches

$2,000 – 4,000
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93 
PABLO PICASSO (SPANISH, 1881-1973)
“Visage et hibou,” painted and partially glazed white earthenware vase, 1958,
edition number 56/100.  Height, 10 inches.  

LITERATURE AR 407  NOTE Mr. Alain Ramie has kindly confirmed the
authenticity of this lot.

$4,000 – 6,000
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94 
PABLO PICASSO (SPANISH, 1881-1973)
“Chouette marron et noir,” painted and glazed earthenware vase, 1952, edition number 5/100.
Height, 11 1/4 inches.  

LITERATURE AR 134  NOTE Mr. Alain Ramie has kindly confirmed the authenticity of this lot.

$3,000 – 5,000
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95
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9796

95 
PAL (JEAN DE PALEOLOGUE, FRENCH, 1860-1942)
“Belle Otero,” depicting Carolina Otero, known as La Belle Otero,
performing at the Alcazar d’Eté in Paris.   Printed by Caby &
Chardin.   55 1/2 by 40 inches, framed

$1,800 – 2,500

96 
MANUEL ROBBE (FRENCH, 1872-1936)
“L’Eclatante,” poster dated 1895.   49 1/4 by 36 1/4 inches; 51
by 37 3/4 inches, framed

$400 – 600

97 
P.M.R. (MONOGRAM, 19TH-20TH CENTURY)
“Greek and Miss Jessie,” vintage lithographic poster.  32 3/4 by 23
1/2 inches; 34 1/4 by 25 inches, framed

$400 – 600

98 
TWO FRENCH ART NOUVEAU STYLE POSTERS
The first, “Cabourg a 5 Heures de Paris” by Henri Privat-Livemont, a
travel poster for the French seaside resort Cabourg. Marked lower
right “Imp. P. Leménil, Asnieres”;  30 by 44 inches, framed. The
second, “Pneumatique Morel” by Louis Abel Truchet depicting two
children and a bicycle.  31 by 23 1/2 inches; 32 3/4 by 25
inches, framed

$300 – 500

98
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99 
EMIL NOLDE (GERMAN, 1867-1956)
“Zwei Frauen,” etching printed in dark blue. Signed and dated lower right “Emil Nolde 06.” Illegible inscription in pencil lower
left.  8 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches; 18 1/2 by 16 1/2 inches, framed

$3,000 – 5,000
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100 
MAURICE REALIER-DUMAS ADVERTISING POSTER
“Jules Mumm & Co. Champagne,” marked lower left
“Affiches Illustrés Sacot” and “Realier-Dumas inv.”  67 by
22 1/2 inches; 76 1/2 by 31 inches, framed

$600 – 800

101 
MAURICE REALIER-DUMAS ADVERTISING POSTER
Poster of woman lighting a lamp.  Inscribed along the
bottom.  64 1/2 by 22 1/2 inches; 73 by 31 inches,
framed

$600 – 800
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103 
ROGER DE LA FRESNAYE (FRENCH, 1885-1925)
“Les Feuilles Blanches,” lithograph. Signed and dated “3.21”
in the plate lower right. 15 1/4 by 13 1/2 inches (image); 25
by 21 inches, framed

$200 – 300

102 
JACQUES VILLON (FRENCH, 1875-1963)
“Monsieur Duchamp,” color aquatint on Rives,
signed in pencil and numbered 47/125.
Published by Crommelynck, 1961. Blind stamp
in lower left. Villon was the brother of Marcel
Duchamp.  23 by 18 1/2 inches; 29 by 23 1/4
inches, framed

$2,000 – 3,000
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104 
PICASSO SIGNED EXHIBITION POSTER
“Peintres d’Aujourd’hui” exhibition poster from the Musée de
Grenoble,1959. Signed “Picasso” in pencil lower right, dated “6.3.60”
in pencil lower left.   27 1/2 by 19 inches (sight); 34 by 25 3/4 inches,
framed

$300 – 500

105 
BRAQUE AND PICASSO EXHIBITION POSTERS

The first, “Theogonie,” by Georges Braque from 1959
Galerie Maeght exhibition, framed and mounted to poster

board,  29 by 16 inches. The second, “Homage A René
Char” by Pablo Picasso, exhibition poster for the Musée
d’Art Moderne de Ceret, 1969. Numbered 108/200 in

pencil lower right.  34 by 24 1/2 inches, framed

$300 – 500
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106 
GEORGES BRAQUE (FRENCH,
1882-1963)
“Le tir à l’arc,” circa 1960, color
lithograph on chine appliqué.
Signed in pencil “G. Braque” lower
right, numbered in pencil lower left
25/70.  Published by Louis Broder
and printed by Desjobert, Paris. 

LITERATURE Vallier 153  8 1/4 by
6 inches (image);  15 1/2 by 13
inches, framed

$1,500 – 2,000

107 
GEORGES BRAQUE (FRENCH,
1882-1963)
“Migration,” color etching with
aquatint on embossed paper,
signed “G.B.” in the plate and
signed again in pencil “G. Braque”
lower right. Numbered 8/90 in
pencil, lower left, 1962.  

LITERATURE Vallier No. 172  Plate,
9 1/4 by 7 inches; 20 1/4 by 16
1/4 inches, framed

$2,000 – 3,000

108 
JOAN MIRO 
(SPANISH, 1893-1983)
A black and white abstract print
depicting a fish, a sun, and an X.
Signed and numbered 63/75.   9
1/2 by 12 1/2 inches (image); 15
1/2 by 18 1/2 inches, framed

$1,000 – 2,000

109
PABLO PICASSO (SPANISH, 1881-1973)
“Deux Personnages,” lithograph on wove paper marked “Ed. Verve.” Signed lower left in pencil and
numbered 23/75 lower right. 

LITERATURE Online Picasso Project no. OPP.54: 271   14 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches (image); 20 by 16
inches, framed

$800 – 1,200
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110 
PABLO PICASSO (SPANISH, 1881-1973)
“Exposition Vallauris 57,” lithographic poster. Signed
“Picasso” in red crayon. Printed by Arnera with printer’s
stamp lower left.  24 1/2 by 20 3/4 inches (image); 42 by
28 1/4 inches, framed

$1,200 – 1,800

111 
GEORGES BRAQUE (FRENCH, 1882-1963)
Lithograph of a standing stylized figure.  Signed in pencil lower left,
numbered 2/100. 13 5/8 by 10 inches (sight);  25 by 22 inches
framed

$2,000 – 3,000
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113 
“RETROSPECTIVE AUBERJONOIS” EXHIBITION POSTER
A poster from the 1958 retrospective exhibition of artist René
Auberjonois at the Musée Cantonal des Beaux-Arts. 51 1/2 by
36 1/2 inches, framed

$100 – 200

114 
SALVADOR DALI (SPANISH, 1904-1989)
“Gemini,” 1969, color lithograph on Arches. Signed lower right,
numbered lower left 201/250.  Published by Leon Amiel.  25 3/8
by 19 3/4 inches; 33 1/2 by 27 1/2 inches, framed

$400 – 600

112 
MAN RAY 1966 EXHIBITION POSTER
“L’Heure de l’observatoire les amoreux.” Signed lower right in pencil “Man Ray.” Exhibition poster for
a show at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, October 1966.   27 1/2 by 41 1/2 inches, framed

$200 – 400
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115 
MAURICE DENIS (FRENCH, 1870-1943)
“Les ondes,” circa 1923, oil on canvas. Signed lower right “MAVRICE DENIS.”  This canvas is the bottom portion of a larger study for the
“Baptism of Christ” mosaic created by Denis for the church of Saint Paul in Geneva, Switzerland. 32 3/4 by 55 3/4 inches.  

PROVENANCE Lot ?,  sale Drouot Rheims-Cailec, December 20, 1967; Lot 173, “Property presented by the Galerie du Palais Bourbon,”
Sotheby’s, Paris, 1969; acquired from this sale by Tony Curtis.  LITERATURE To be included in the forthcoming Maurice Denis catalogue
raisonné being prepared by Claire Denis.

$20,000 – 30,000
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117 
TWO GERMAN FILM AND TELEVISION AWARDS
The first, a “Bambi” award for television inscribed and presented
to Tony Curtis in 1973.  The second, a “Goldene Kamera”
lifetime achievement award presented to Curtis in 2004,
accompanied by an entrance card to the award ceremony.
Largest, height, 10 inches

$200 – 300

119 
TWO VINTAGE POSTAL SCALES
The first with three weights in pounds for parcels, the second with seven weights in
ounces for letters.  Both made of brass and wood.  Larger, 7 3/4 by 14 1/4 by 12
inches

$200 – 300

118 
JEAN MARAIS (FRENCH, 1913-1998)
A terra cotta bird vase with black painted
accents. Signature incised on the bottom
rear and signed again on base “Jean
Marais” in black paint.  Height, 13 inches

$300 – 500

116 
SYBREN VALKEMA (DUTCH, 1916-1996)
A Leerdam Unica vase, marked “VK 25/H” and etch signed on
base.

$800 – 1,200
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120 
ANTHONY PADOVANO (B. 1933)
“Study for Concretion,” 1963, copper and brass
mounted on a rose marble base.  Signed along one
side “Padovano 1963.”  PROVENANCE Richard
Feigen Gallery, New York   Height, 13 3/4 inches

$1,000 – 2,000

121 
FRENCH PROVINCIAL OAK CABINET
With a variegated rose marble top, iron hardware, two pull-out drawers, and three carved panel frame doors.  35
1/2 by 75 1/2 by 29 1/2 inches

$400 – 600
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122

122 
TONY CURTIS BLACK RESISTOL FEDORA
With a grosgrain ribbon band.  Marked
inside “Resistol/ Self Conforming” and “Jerry
Rothschild/ Beverly Hills, Calif.”  No size tag.

$600 – 800

123 
TONY CURTIS BLACK FEDORA
In black felt with a black grosgrain ribbon
band.  Marked inside “Christys’/ London/
Made in England” and “100% Fine Fur Felt/
Hand Made” and “Edie’s Hats/ Vancouver.”
Size 7.

$200 – 300

124 
TWO TONY CURTIS STRAW STETSON HATS
The first, with a black ribbon band. Marked
inside with 8 “Xs,” “Stetson,” “Genuine
Shantung Panama.” Size 7 1/4.  The second,
marked “12X/Brisca Panama.” No size tag.

$200 – 400

125 
FOUR TONY CURTIS HATS
A group of assorted captain and fisherman
hats.  One with a patent leather brim and a
note on a card to Tony Curtis attached to the
inside. Size varies.

$400 – 600

126
FOUR TONY CURTIS HATS
In assorted styles, colors and sizes. Two by
Kangol.

$200 – 400

123

124

125

126
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127 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS CAPS

Five caps in assorted styles,
colors and sizes.

$300 – 500

128 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS

SUEDE OXFORDS
Three pairs in navy, tan, and
olive green. Made by Gianni

(Milano).  No size marked.

$200 – 300

129
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS

SUEDE OXFORDS
Three pairs in grey, black, and

beige. Made by “Gianni” in
Milan.  No size marked.

$200 – 300

130 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS

TOD’S SHOES
Three pairs of Tod’s lace-up

sneakers in black suede, olive
and brown leather and canvas,
and brown and tan leather and

canvas.  All size 9.

$300 – 400
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131 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS SOME LIKE IT HOT: THE MUSICAL
CUSTOM COSTUME PIECES
Group of costume pieces worn by Tony Curtis during the
2003-2004 national tour of Some Like it Hot: The Musical,
in which Curtis played Osgood Fielding III. Comprised of
an ivory jacket made by Barbara Matera, with "Mr. Tony
Curtis" written on the designer's label inside; two pair of
black pants, also by Barbara Matera with Curtis' name
written on the labels; and a black fringed cummerbund by
Barbara Matera with "Mr. Curtis" written on the label.
Together with one pair of navy pants made by Vincent
Costumes, Inc., New York City, with "Tony Curtis" printed
on the label.

$800 – 1,200
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133 
TONY CURTIS MONOGRAMMED STERLING MONEY CLIP
AND OTHER ITEMS
The clip with scrolling foliate engraving, marked “Tony
Curtis/VI-III-MCMLXXXV” and “Danish Silversmiths”; an
engraved sterling coin holder with marks for Birmingham
1909-1910; a Georgian silver wine funnel/strainer with
incomplete British hallmarks; and a vintage travel safety
razor in a leather case marked “Made in Austria.” Size
varies.

$300 – 500

132 
TONY CURTIS MONOGRAMMED TIFFANY ITEMS
Comprised of a sterling belt buckle of a circus train car marked “Circus of the Stars VIII/ Tony Curtis/ 1983,” a sterling encased tape
measure inscribed “Tony,” and a three-part Tiffany keychain engraved “Turner.”  Size varies.

$200 – 400
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134

134 
TONY CURTIS PORTRAIT PLAQUE
AND TRINKET BOX
A black stone plaque with a portrait
image of Tony Curtis, together with
a black and white trinket box
featuring Tony Curtis artwork on the
lid.  Plaque, 12 by 12 inches

$400 – 600

135 
GROUP OF COSTUME JEWELRY
WATCHES AND A MEN’S WATCH
BOX
Comprised of 12 assorted men’s
and ladies’ watches and a Sir
Rondo’s valet box.  The Omega
watch is engraved on verso,
“Happy Birthday Mono/ Love Tony
and Janet.”  Other makers include
Abacus, Giorgio Armani, Rathaus,
Ronica, Swiss Hunter, and Taboo.
Box, 3 by 9 3/4 by 7 1/2 inches

$200 – 400

136 
BVLGARI SPECIAL EDITION XLR
CADILLAC WATCH
A Diagono Aluminum Chronograph
with three orange dials on the black
face, numbered 111/1,000.  In
original case.

$300 – 500

135 136
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137 
GROUP OF FIVE TONY CURTIS BELT BUCKLES
Comprised of a silverplated Nudie’s
engraved buckle inset with a 1925 Liberty
eagle silver dollar with black leather belt,
size 34; a brown leather belt with a
silverplated buckle engraved “Tony Curtis” on
the verso; a sterling and 22k parcel gilt
Crumrine floral and foliate chased and
engraved oval buckle on a tooled brown
leather belt, size 38; a Vogt sterling and 10k
parcel gilt engraved and chased oval buckle
on a Nudie’s black lizard belt size 36; and a
naval themed “Silent Service” belt buckle.

$600 – 800

138 
PRINCE OF WALES ROYAL WEDDING
CUFFLINK SET 1981
A set of gold tone commemorative cufflinks
and buttons in a blue case marked “Royal
Wedding HRH The Prince of Wales and Lady
Diana Spencer 29th July 1981.”

$400 – 600

137

138
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139 
BAUME & MERCIER 18K YELLOW GOLD OPEN-FACED POCKET WATCH
Tests for 18k yellow gold, the round silver toned dial with gold toned baton
chapters and white and black enameled Roman chapters, dial signed
"Baume & Mercier," with a long 18k yellow gold chain, 27 inches, 50 gms.

$1,800 – 2,200

140 
TWO ANTIQUE 14K YELLOW GOLD HUNTING CASE POCKET WATCHES
The first, a pocket watch with a white round dial, 44mm., with black Roman
chapters and susidary seconds dial, the case with scrolled foliate engraving,
the movement signed "B.W. Raymond," movement and dial signed "Elgin,"
with gold fill fob chain; the second, a pocket watch with round white dial,
40mm., black Roman chapters, and subsidiary seconds dial, movement
signed "G. Stark," dial signed "Hampton Watch Co.," with cloth and gold
fill watch fob.

$300 – 500

141 
PATEK PHILIPPE PLATINUM OPEN-FACED POCKET WATCH
The silver toned dial with silver toned baton and Roman chapters, case dial
and movement signed "Patek Philippe, Geneve," case #615410, movement
#860321, 18 jewels, 3 heat, cold isochronism, adjusted 5 positions.

$2,500 – 3,500
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142 
VACHERON & CONSTINTIN 14K YELLOW GOLD OPEN-
FACE POCKET WATCH
The round white dial, 44mm., with Arabic chapters and
subsidiary seconds dial, the case B.W.C.Co #422467,
adjusted movement, #273428, circa 1920.

$800 – 1,200

143 
BAUMGART ANTIQUE 18K YELLOW GOLD WINDOWED
HUNTING CASE POCKET WATCH
The cover centering upon a window surrounded by
blue Roman chapters, opening to reveal a round gold
and silvered foliate engraved dial, 39mm., with black
Roman chapters and a subsidiary seconds dial, dial
and movement signed "Baumgart 6 Maddox St.
London," circa 1890, with a gold toned costume fob
chain.

$800 – 1,200

144 
TWO 18K GOLD POCKET WATCHES
Including an 18k yellow gold pocket watch with gold
toned round dial, 39mm., with black Roman chapters
and a subsidiary seconds dial and movement signed
"CH.F Tissot et Fils," 16 jewels, with gold fill fob chain;
and an 18k rose gold pocket watch with rose toned
round dial, 39mm., with Roman chapters and a
subsidiary seconds dial, dial and movement signed
"Tavennes w/Muntwyler St. Moritz," 17 jewels, with
gold toned costume fob chain.

$400 – 600

143

142

144
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145

146

147

145
TONY CURTIS GROUP OF PRESENTATION KEYS TO
CITIES
A group of six keys to various cities presented to
Tony Curtis. Cities included are San Diego and South
San Francisco in California, Las Vegas and
Henderson in Nevada, Acapulco, and Naperville,
Illinois. Size varies. Accompanied by two medallions
presented to Curtis from the French cities of Nice and
Beauvais.

$600 – 800

146 
TONY CURTIS ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
GIFTED HAT
With an applied piece inscribed “To Tony Curtis/
Thank you for your support/ Whistler B.C. Canada.”
Marked inside “March 1987/ RCMP-GRC/
BILTMORE-STETSON.”

$200 – 300

147 
CAIRNS & BROTHER FIREMAN’S HELMET
A black embossed leather helmet with brass trim,
marked on the front shield “UFA/ TONY” and
labeled inside “Cairns & Brother/ Clifton, New
Jersey/ Model 73162/ Size 7 1/8”

$400 – 600
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150 
TONY CURTIS GIFTED LOS ANGELES DODGERS JERSEY
A Tom Candiotti jersey signed “To Tony/ A Great
Neighbor and Friend/ Tom Candiotti.”

$300 – 500

151 
TONY CURTIS U.S. NAVY JACKET
A navy jacket with “Tony” and “USS Proteus AS-19”
embroidered on the front and a United States Navy seal
applique on the back.

$400 – 600

148 
U.S.S. ARIZONA MEMORIAL FLOWN FLAG
An American flag flown at the U.S.S. Arizona Memorial,
December 7, 1987.  Accompanied by a certificate of flag
presentation and a card inscribed “Compliments of Peter Ross, Jr./
National President/ Fleet Reserve Association.”

$200 – 400

149 
TONY CURTIS U.S. NAVY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION CARDS
Three U.S. Navy Memorial Foundation membership cards and one
Navy League card.

$200 – 300
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152 
THE FLINTSTONES “STONEY CURTIS” ANIMATED CEL
An animated portrait of Tony Curtis as “Stoney Curtis” from the episode “The Return of Stoney
Curtis,” originally airing on The Flintstones in 1965.  Gouache on celluloid against an airbrushed
background.  Signed by Bill Hanna and Joe Barbera.  Together with a Hanna-Barbera Productions
framed announcement of the original broadcast.  Cel, 10 by 12 inches (sight); 14 3/8 by 18 1/2
inches, framed

$1,200 – 1,800
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153 
SIGNED LIMITED EDITION ANIMATED “STONEY CURTIS” CEL FROM THE FLINTSTONES
“Day in Court,” an original handpainted animated cel from The Flintstones, featuring “Stoney Curtis” and “Ann-Margrock.” Signed by Bill
Hanna and Joe Barbera. Gouache on celluloid against an airbrushed background.   Numbered 101/400 lower left with gold limited edition
seal; numbered 7163 lower right.  16 by 20 inches; 26 1/2 by 30 3/4 inches, framed

$800 – 1,200
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154 
GEORGIAN STYLE SLANT
FRONT DESK
With fitted interior and two
over three drawers, with
batwing brass handle pulls, on
ogee feet. Marked “S. Tuckley”
on brass plate and stamped
“Property of Tony and Leslie
Curtis” inside upper right
drawer.  41 by 36 by 21
inches

$4,000 – 6,000
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156 
ANTIQUE CORNER CABINET

With scalloped upper shelves
and one central pull-out

drawer. Interior is painted in
a shade of rose. 99 by 50

by  23 1/4 inches

$400 – 600

155 
GROUP OF SEVEN WALNUT

DINING CHAIRS
With green velvet upholstered
seats, cabriole legs, and rolled

crest atop a vase form splat,
marked “Made in Italy.”

41 1/2 by 21 by 15 inches

$300 – 500
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157 
WATERCOLOR OF A CROWD SCENE
Signed indistinctly lower left.  23 3/4 by 28 1/2 inches; 28 1/2 by 37 inches, framed

$400 – 600

158 
BRENETTA HERMANN CRAWFORD (AMERICAN, 1875-1956)
A Pointillist peasant scene with seated women, oil on canvas. Signed “B.H. Crawford” lower right
and dated 1901.  17 1/2 by 21 inches; 27 by 30 1/2 inches, framed

$1,000 – 1,500
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160
JEAN DRATZ (BELGIAN,

1903-1967)
“La Vallee Du Silence,” oil
on canvas. Signed lower

right.  PROVENANCE
Purchased from the artist
17 1/2 by 21 inches; 27
by 30 1/2 inches, framed

$1,000 – 2,000

159
BRENETTA HERMANN CRAWFORD

(AMERICAN, 1875-1956)
“Paris,” oil on panel painting
featuring a large tree. Signed

lower right. 

PROVENANCE ACA American
Masters Gallery, Los Angeles 11

by 7 1/4 inches; 19 by 15
inches, framed

$800 – 1,200
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161 
JORGE HUGO ROMAN (ARGENTINIAN, 1925-2004)
“Salta 1961: El Actor Tony Curtis,” 1961, oil on
canvas, signed upper right “JH Roman 61.” Signed,
titled and dated on the verso.  A portrait of Tony
Curtis, painted in Salta, Argentina. 31 1/2 by 24
inches; 40 by 32 inches, framed

$1,500 – 2,500

162 
JORGE HUGO ROMAN (ARGENTINIAN, 1925-2004)
“Laura,” oil on canvas. Signed “J.H. Roman” upper
right. Signed and titled on the verso. 32 by 28
inches; 40 by 32 inches, framed

$1,500 – 2,500
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163 
JORGE HUGO ROMAN (ARGENTINIAN, 1925-2004)
A pair of works on paper, the first, a drawing of “Antonia,” pencil on paper,
inscribed to Tony Curtis, signed in pencil and dated 1961; the second, a woodcut
inscribed to Tony Curtis in Salta, 1961.  “Antonia,” 13 1/4 by 10 1/4 inches
(sight); 14 1/4 by 11 1/4 inches, framed

$400 – 600

164 
MIGUEL BERROCAL (SPANISH, 1933-2006)
“Romeo e Giulietta,” brass puzzle sculpture in 16 removable parts.
Marked on bottom of sculpture “berrocal/1391.”  Height, 6 inches

$2,000 – 3,000

165 
MIGUEL BERROCAL (SPANISH, 1933-2006)
“Torero,” brass puzzle sculpture in 18 removable parts.  Signed
“berrocal” and numbered 700/2,000. Height, 11 1/2 inches

$2,000 – 3,000
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167

166

166 
RUDOLF HRADIL (HUNGARIAN, 1925-2007)
“Roman Place,” oil on canvas. Initialed lower left. PROVENANCE Galerie
Welz Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria 16 by 28 1/2 inches (sight);
24 by 37 inches, framed

$4,000 – 6,000

167 
NASSER ASSAR (IRANIAN, B. 1928)
A tangerine colored painting with black calligraphic characters, oil on
canvas. Signed and dated “N. ASSAR 62” lower left.  64 1/2 by 38 inches

$600 – 800

168 
ALDO PAGLIACCI (ITALIAN, 1913-1991)
“Lavandaie Etiopiche,” (Ethiopian Laundresses),1950, oil on panel. Signed
and dated lower left, inscribed on back.  14 1/4 by 32 inches

$2,000 – 4,000

169 
ALIYE BERGER (TURKISH, 1903-1974)
“Kundura Tamircisi,” etching on paper framed under glass.   20 by 11
inches; 25 by 15 3/4 inches

$600 – 800

170 
NASSER ASSAR (IRANIAN, B. 1928)
An abstract painting with calligraphic characters, oil on canvas, signed and
dated “N. ASSAR 62” lower left. 39 1/4 by 32 3/4 inches

$500 – 700
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171

172

173

171 
TONY CURTIS D BAR J CUSTOM
COWBOY HAT
In dark grey with a buckle band.
Marked inside “Tony Curtis” and
“Hand Made 10X.” No size tag.

$200 – 400

172 
TWO TONY CURTIS STETSON
COWBOY HATS
The first, a black hat with a
jeweled belt buckle band.
Marked inside “XXXXX Stetson.”
Size 7 1/4.  The second, a
beige hat with a feather in the
band. Marked inside “Stetson”
with 20 “Xs” and “Parker’s,
Reno, Nevada.”

$600 – 800

173 
THREE TONY CURTIS COWBOY
HATS AND A WESTERN SHIRT
The first, a black Resistol with
belt buckle band.  Marked inside
“Resistol/ Self-Conforming,”
“XXX/ Genuine Fur Felt.” Size 7
1/8.  The second, a grey hat
with black belt buckle band and
feather. Marked inside
“Rockmount Ranch Gear/
Denver, Colo.,” “Stylefur Fur
Blend/ Tru-West.” Size 7 1/4.
The third, a beige Akubra hat
with braided band. Marked
inside “Akubra” and “Brumby.”
No size tag.  Together with a
brown embroidered western
shirt.  Size XL.

$400 – 600
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174 
TONY CURTIS COWBOY BOOTS
A pair of black boots by Nudie’s Rodeo Tailors,
North Hollywood, with metal toe tips with fleur-de-
lis detail.  No size marked

$600 – 800

175 
TONY CURTIS SNAKESKIN COWBOY BOOTS
A pair of boots by Nudie’s Rodeo Tailors, North
Hollywood. No size marked.

$600 – 800

176 
TWO PAIR TONY CURTIS COWBOY BOOTS
Both pairs by Nudie’s Rodeo Tailors, North
Hollywood.  The first in tan leather with
multicolored stitching. Size 10D.  The second in
tan tooled leather. Size 9 1/2D.

$800 – 1,200

177 
STERLING SILVER BELT BUCKLE
Marked Boyd-Reno.Nev, Sterling topped with an
engraved foliate design and two round cut
tsavorite garnet and two round sapphires. 3 1/2
by 2 inches, 68 gms.

$50 – 100
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178

179

180

181

178 
TONY CURTIS LUCCHESE CLASSICS ALLIGATOR BOOTS
A pair of green and black handmade alligator boots.
Size 10D.

$800 – 1,200

179 
TONY CURTIS TALL COWBOY BOOTS
A pair of black Larry Mahan tall boots with stitching
and inlaid playing card suite design in orange leather.
No size marked.

$400 – 600

180 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS JUSTIN COWBOY BOOTS
The first, black lizard and stitched leather with metal
toe tips.  Size 9 1/2D.  The second, dark brown
lizard and stitched leather.  Size 9 1/2D.  The third,
green lizard and stitched leather. Size 9D.  The fourth,
light brown lizard and stitched leather. Size 9D.

$300 – 500

181
TWO PAIR TONY CURTIS COWBOY BOOTS
A tan and brown pair with inlaid butterfly design.
Marked “R.J. Foley Boot Co.”  Size 9 1/2D.  A tan
pair of Justin boots with lizard tips.  Size 10B.

$300 – 400
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182

183

184

182 
TONY CURTIS D BAR J CUSTOM
COWBOY HAT
In light grey with a silver band.
Marked inside “Tony Curtis” and
“Hand Made 5X.”  No size tag.

$200 – 400

183 
TWO TONY CURTIS RESISTOL
COWBOY HATS
The first, black with an applied
jeweled pin applied to the band.
Marked inside “Resistol/ Self-
Conforming/ Hand Creased/ Made
in Texas U.S.A.,” “Ryon’s/ Fort
Worth, Texas,” and “The Las Vegas.”
No size tag. The second, beige with
a jeweled horseshoe pin applied to
the band.  Marked inside “Resistol/
Self-Conforming,” “M.L. Leddy &
Son/ San Angelo, Ft. Worth &
Midland,” and “Leddy Cutter.” Size
7 1/8.

$400 – 600

184 
STETSON COWBOY HAT, STEER
HEAD SKULL AND LEATHER WHIP
A beige Stetson 4 X beaver cowboy
hat, size 7 1/8, together with a steer
head skull and tan leather whip.

$150 – 250
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188 189

185 186

187

185 
GROUP OF BLACK CANES
Comprised of four black wood
canes, including one with a
carved hand handle.  Size
varies.

$200 – 300

186
GROUP OF FIVE WALKING
CANES
Comprised of a green
wooden cane with silver
Harrods label, a black
wooden cane with a brass leg
handle, a blue patterned
metal cane with a wooden
handle, a lightweight wooden
branch cane with a brass tip,
and a carved wooden cane
marked “Jamaica.”  Tallest,
37 inches

$200 – 300

187 
GROUP OF WOOD CANES
Comprised of four wood
canes, including a bamboo
cane with a blue ceramic
handle with cameo detail.
Size varies.

$200 – 300

188 
GROUP OF FOUR
SHOEHORNS
Comprised of a wooden
shoehorn in the form of a
hoof, bearing initials “TC”; a
celadon plastic handled
shoehorn with carved
sunflowers on the handle; a
rectangular square wooden
handled shoehorn; and a
wood and faux tortoise
shoehorn with a metal mallard
head, marked “Made in Italy.”
Longest, 28 inches

$200 – 300

189 
GROUP OF CANES
Comprised of one wood
walking stick with a leather
grip and one wooden cane
with a brass bird handle.
Together with a traveling
spectator seat.  Size varies.

$200 – 300
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190 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS DRIVING
GLOVES
Comprised of eight pairs of gloves
in assorted colors with some
leather, some suede, one deerskin,
some lined in cashmere, some lined
in silk, with labels from Harrods,
Cape, Emporio Armani, most size
8 or M.

$400 – 600

191 
TONY CURTIS VINTAGE SUITE OF
HARTMANN LUGGAGE
Three pieces of vellum covered
Hartmann luggage comprised of
two fitted wardrobe valises and a
vanity case, two with the
monogram “TC.”  Largest, 8 3/4
by 33 1/2 by 22 inches

$200 – 300

192 
TWO LEATHER CASES BY THE WHIP
ROMA
The first, a briefcase with lid
compartment containing a black
and white photograph of Tony
Curtis in a cowboy hat and filled
with various silver items and
Columbia shuttle patches; the
second, a suede lined case with a
locking mechanism.  Largest, 4
3/4 by 13 1/2 by 17 3/4 inches

$200 – 300

193 
GROUP OF FOUR LEATHER
TRAVELING CASES
Comprised of a Bon Voyage
Bazaar case marked “Curtis,” a
Perrin leather satchel, a vintage
satin lined hat box, and a traveling
flask set marked “T.C.” Largest, 11
by 16 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches

$200 – 300

194 
THREE TONY CURTIS LEATHER
ITEMS
The first, a black leather case for
travel documents, engraved “Tony
Curtis” in gold.  The second, a
black leather Louis Vuitton passport
holder with pockets for travel
documents.  The third, a brown
leather Ghurka jewelry case.

$300 – 500

190
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194193
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195

196

197

195 
RITVA MAN FLASH FEARLESS
SWEATER
An acrylic sweater with a blue body
and red and gold striped sleeves,
featuring a gold lightning bolt
applique with the word “Flash” in
pink sequins across the front, made
for the Chrysalis Records 1975
release of the album “Flash Fearless,”
by various artists.  Another sweater
from this edition is in the collection of the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London.  With
a Ritva Man label and a faded proof tag with
writing no longer legible. Size 40.

$1,500 – 2,000

196 
RITVA MAN DAVID HOCKNEY SWEATER
An acrylic sweater with a blue body and striped
sleeves, featuring an applique depicting a
building on Pico Boulevard, a palm tree and blue
sky.  Ritva Man by Ritva and Mike Ross produced
limited edition sweaters in England from 1966
to1980. With Ritva Man label, numbered 137.
Size 40.

$1,500 – 2,000

197 
RITVA MAN PAUL McCARTNEY WINGS SWEATER
An acrylic short-sleeve sweater with a blue body
with silver trim, featuring a grey, silver and black
Wings applique, made for Paul McCartney to
commemorate the creation of the band Wings.
With a Ritva Man label and a faded proof tag
with writing no longer legible. Size 42.

$1,500 – 2,000
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199
OIL PAINTING OF A STREET SCENE
Oil on board mounted to another framed board.  Signed
and dated lower left “Penny ‘55.” 18 by 18 inches; 29
3/4 by 29 inches, framed

$600 – 800

201 
WATERCOLOR IN GREY TONES
A watercolor on paper in shades of grey. Initialed
indistinctly lower right.  27 by 20 inches; 33 1/4 by 26
1/4 inches, framed

$800 – 1,200

198 
“WINTER IN AUSTRIA” WATERCOLOR
A watercolor of an Austrian town and ice skating rink. Initialed “E.H,”
signed illegibly, and dated 1955 in ink. Inscribed to Tony Curtis.   9 3/4 by
14 inches (sight); 19 1/2 by 22 1/2 inches, framed

$1,200 – 1,800

200
OIL PAINTING BY E. PARMENTIER
A painting of a train at a station, oil on canvas. Signed “E. PARMENTIER”
lower right. 20 3/4 by 24 1/2 inches

$600 – 800
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204 
CLIFFORD ODETS (AMERICAN, 1906-1963)
A portrait of a blonde haired girl holding red apples in
a garden.  Watercolor, ink, and graphite on paper.
Signed and dated “Odets 11/52” upper right.
Accompanied by a note “Affectionately to Tony C/ From
his friend/ Clifford Odets/ 5/1/56 in Hollywood, CA.”
Odets was one of the two writers of Sweet Smell of
Success (Hecht-Hill-Lancaster,1957). 13 3/4 by 10 3/4
inches (sight); 20 by 16 inches, framed

$1,000 – 1,500

203 
IMPRESSIONIST STYLE STILL LIFE PAINTING
A painting of a straw hat and lemons, oil on board,
initialed illegibly lower right.  Inscribed by the artist
on the frame backing with a note to Tony Curtis
explaining that the scene was painted in Cezanne's
studio in Aix-en-Provence, France. 10 5/8 by 8 5/8
inches; 16 1/2 by 14 1/4 inches, framed

$300 – 500

202 
TROMPE L’OEIL PAINTING
Trompe l’oeil with fruit and flowers, oil on canvas. Signed “Ange” lower right.
31 1/2 by 39 1/2 inches

$800 – 1,200

205 
PAINTING OF A FRENCH LANDSCAPE
“Les Charmettes,” oil on board. Signed and dated “Roger Jacquelin 52”
lower left. 15 by 18 inches

$200 – 400
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206 
ANDY WARHOL (AMERICAN, 1928-1987)
“The Some Like it Hot Shoe,” circa 1955, offset lithograph and watercolor on paper. Signed lower right and inscribed “To Tony Curtis,” “The
Some Like it Hot Shoe,” “Andy Warhol.”  NOTE This item has been authenticated by the Andy Warhol Art Authentication Board, number
A114.115.  LITERATURE Feldman & Schellmann IV.85  25 by 15 1/8 inches; 28 3/4 by 16 3/4 inches, framed

$20,000 – 30,000
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207 
AFTER ANDY WARHOL SUNDAY B. MORNING “MARILYN”
A black and grey portrait of Marilyn Monroe, serigraph in colors on museum board paper, stamped in blue ink on verso “Published by
Sunday B. Morning” and “fill in your own signature.”  33 by 31 3/4 inches; 34 1/4 by 33 inches, framed

$300 – 500
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208 
GABRIEL KOHN (AMERICAN, 1910-1975)
Untitled, 1957-60, oil on canvas mounted to masonite. Signed and dated “Kohn 1957-60” upper left. 49 1/2 by 69 1/2 inches.
PROVENANCE  Purchased from the artist

$4,000 – 6,000



210 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A still life painting, acrylic on canvas. Signed twice and dated “3 25 87” lower right. 36 by 48 inches; 47 by 59 inches, framed

$4,000 – 6,000
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209 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Still Life,” acrylic on canvas. Signed “tony curtis” lower right in red paint.  24 by 36 inches

$4,000 – 6,000
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211 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Morning in KaHala #342,” acrylic on canvas. Signed “Curtis” and dated “3 19 87” in green paint. 48 by 36 inches

$4,000 – 6,000



212 
THE VIKINGS
MOVIE POSTERS
A one-sheet poster
together with a
window card, both
framed, for the film
The Vikings (MGM,
1958), starring
Tony Curtis, Kirk
Douglas, Ernest
Borgnine and Janet
Leigh.  22 by 14 to
41 by 27 inches

$300 – 500

213 
SPARTACUS
MOVIE POSTERS
A pair of one-sheet
posters, both
framed, for the
film Spartacus
(Universal Pictures,
1960), featuring
Tony Curtis with a
star-studded cast.
41 by 27 inches

$400 – 600
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214
JOHNNY DARK SIGNED MOVIE POSTER
A one-sheet poster, framed, for the film
Johnny Dark (Universal International, 1954)
signed in black ink by Tony Curtis.
Together with a framed one-sheet, 1959
re-release, double feature poster for Johnny
Dark and Man Without A Star. 41 by 27
inches

$150 – 200

215 
TARAS BULBA MOVIE POSTERS
A group of posters, including two one-sheet posters and a Mexican lobby card, all
framed, for the film Taras Bulba (United Artists, 1962), starring Tony Curtis and Yul
Brynner.  12 1/2 by 16 1/2 to 41 by 27 inches

$100 – 150



217

216 
TONY CURTIS CRIME DRAMA MOVIE POSTERS
A group of posters, including one-sheet and half-sheet
posters for The Midnight Story (Universal
International, 1957) and a one-sheet poster and
lobby card number three for the film The Defiant Ones
(United Artists, 1958) starring Tony Curtis and Sidney
Poitier, and a one-sheet poster introducing Anthony
Curtis in the film City Across the River (Universal
International, 1949).  11 by 14, 22 by 28, and 41
by 27 inches

$200 – 300

217 
TONY CURTIS WAR DRAMA MOVIE POSTERS
A pair of one-sheet posters, both framed, for the films
Beachhead (United Artists, 1954) and The Outsider
(Universal International, 1961), starring Tony Curtis,
all framed.

$150 – 200

216
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219 
TONY CURTIS MOVIE

POSTERS
A group of posters,

including one-sheet and
half-sheet posters for the
film The Great Impostor
(Universal International,

1961); a one-sheet
poster for Flesh and

Fury (Universal
International, 1952);
and a  window card

trimmed to 10 3/8 by
14 1/8 inches mounted

to foam board for
Trapeze (United Artists,
1956), all framed.  22
by 28 and 41 by 27

inches

$100 – 150

218 
TONY CURTIS ADVENTURE MOVIE POSTERS
A pair of one-sheet posters, both framed, for
the films Son of Ali Baba (Universal
International, 1952) and The Black Shield of
Falworth (Universal International, 1954),
both starring Tony Curtis.  41 by 27 inches

$80 – 120
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220 
TONY CURTIS COMEDY MOVIE POSTERS
A group of posters, including  one-sheet and half-sheet posters for the film The Rat Race (Paramount Pictures, 1960); a
one-sheet poster for the film Sex and the Single Girl (Warner Bros., 1964); and a one-sheet poster for the film The
Great Race (Warner Bros., 1965), all framed.  22 by 28 to 41 by 27 inches

$100 – 150
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222 
TONY CURTIS COMEDY MOVIE POSTERS
A group of posters, including a one-sheet poster for the film No Room for
the Groom (Universal International, 1952); a one-sheet poster for the film
So This Is Paris (Universal International, 1955); a one-sheet poster for the
film The Perfect Furlough (Universal International, 1958); and a one-sheet
poster for the film 40 Pounds of Trouble (Walt Disney Prod., 1962), all
framed.  41 by 27 inches

$100 – 150

221 
TWO TONY CURTIS LIFE-SIZE CARDBOARD STANDUPS
The first, "Tony Curtis as Josephine" in Some Like it Hot (United
Artists, 1959); the second, Tony Curtis in a tuxedo. Tallest
height, 70 1/4 inches

$50 – 100
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224 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS AWARDS
A Hedda Hopper signed certificate inscribed “Hedda Hopper’s Hollywood Nominates for Stardom in 1951 Anthony Curtis.” Together with
two awards from the Motion Picture Herald selecting Tony Curtis as one of the top ten “Money Making Stars” in 1960 and 1961 and two
engraved bookmark awards from the Hollywood Womens Press Club, dated 1952 and 1958.

$200 – 400

223 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS 1950S AWARDS
Two awards presented to Tony Curtis from Photoplay magazine in 1954 and 1956, together with two awards from Modern Screen in 1952
and 1954.  Size varies.

$300 – 500
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225 
TWO TONY CURTIS ACTING AWARDS
An Award of Merit presented to Tony Curtis
by The League of Allied Artists for his role
in The Defiant Ones and an “Actor of the
Year,” 1968, plaque presented to Curtis for
his performance in The Boston Strangler by
Loew’s Theaters, Inc.

$400 – 600

226 
TWO TONY CURTIS ACADEMY OF
TELEVISION ARTS & SCIENCES AWARDS
The first, a certificate given to Tony
Curtis on the occasion of his nomination
for a Television Academy Award for
Outstanding Lead Actor in a Limited
Series or Special for The Scarlett
O’Hara War (NBC) on May 19, 1980.
The second, a medallion for
Distinguished Service from the Academy.

$200 – 400
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227 
TONY CURTIS HOLLYWOOD
WALK OF FAME PLAQUE
A plaque presented to Tony
Curtis by the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce
on the occasion of the
placement of his star
on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame,
February 8,
1960. 16 1/4 by
10 1/4 inches

$2,000 – 4,000
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228 
TONY CURTIS PHOTOPLAY

GOLD MEDAL AWARD
A Photoplay magazine  gold medal
award for Most Popular Male Star of
1958.  This award was voted on by

the readers of the magazine and
produced by Tiffany & Co.  Marked
for 14k yellow gold and weighing

153.5 gms.

$3,500 – 4,500
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SESSION II, 2:00PM PDT
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17TH, 2011
LOTS 229–482
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231 
W.J. REEVES & WOODYER TRAVELING CASE FOR ARTISTS
An antique watercolor box with colors and painting supplies,
together with a group of modern unused brushes and two vintage
magnifying implements.  Box, 3 3/4 by 15 by 9 1/2 inches

$200 – 400
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232 
ARMILLARY SPHERE AND VINTAGE STEREOVIEWERS WITH CARDS
A modern sphere together with a vintage print of an armillary
sphere; two vintage Stereoviewers, the first marked “U & U” for
Underwood and Underwood, the second marked “Monarch”; a
group of assorted stereocards; and a vintage bicycle horn marked
“India.”  Sphere height, 14 inches

$400 – 600

229 
JOHN BOYDELL (BRITISH, 1719-1804)
“A view of Gravesend, in the County of Kent.” A hand-colored
and inscribed engraving by John Boydell. Marked “Huquier fils,
Paris” lower left. The reverse lettering on this item indicates that is
a “Vue D’Optique,” a European 18th century form of optical
entertainment  inducing  a 3-D effect.  PROVENANCE Baynton-
Williams Old Maps and Prints, London  12 by 17 inches (sight);
19 by 24 inches, framed

$200 – 400

230 
VINTAGE CLOTH MANNEQUIN FORM
A grey cloth covered male form torso on a wooden
stand.  Height, 48 inches

$200 – 400
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233 
19TH CENTURY CONVERTIBLE
LOUNGER BENCH
With the ability for three sections
to prop up. Green leather
upholstery and turned legs on
ceramic casters.  13 by 76 by
22 inches, flat.

$300 – 500

234
CONVERTIBLE ANTIQUE

VANITY TABLE
Highly figured table

with hinge-opening top
with fold-out mirror and

fitted compartments.
Accompanied by a
painted basin (not

original to the piece).
33 1/2 by 24 by 20

1/2 inches

$1,200 – 1,800
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235

236

237

235 
PAIR OF LOUIS XV FAUTEUILS A LA
REINE
Two armchairs with foliate carving and
serpentine crest.  Without upholstery,
the antique springs and ties exposed.
37 1/2 by 25 1/4 by 21 inches

$600 – 800

236 
ORNAMENTAL GILDED WALL MIRROR
A gilded wood and composition mirror
with an arched crest, painted frame,
and music sheets pasted on verso. 40
by 26 inches

$200 – 300

237 
MAPPIN & WEBB FRUIT FLATWARE SET
AND ABALONE FOOTED DISH
A Victorian mother of pearl handled
silverplated fruit flatware set for 12 in
a fitted box (one knife lacking),
together with an abalone shell dish
with sterling silver feet and butterfly,
marked “926.”  Dish, 2 by 8 1/4 by
7 inches

$300 – 500
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238 
PAIR OF FASHION  DRAWINGS
Two framed sketches of women in black attire and hats,
gouache and graphite on paper, unsigned.  According
to the Estate, these drawings are by Orry-Kelly, costume
designer for Some Like it Hot. 12 by 8 1/2 inches each
(sight); 19 by 13 inches each, framed

$400-600

239 
MONUMENTAL AMERICAN BRILLIANT PERIOD CUT VASE
A large teardrop shaped vase with hobstar, cross hatch
and hobnail design.   Height, 19 1/4 inches

$200 – 300

240 
ANTIQUE FRENCH OCCASIONAL TABLE
A bombe form table with painted and veneered
surfaces, two drawers, and a pull-out writing surface.
28 3/4 by 11 3/4 by 9 inches

$200 – 300

241
LADIES WRITING TABLE
A French provincial style writing table with cabriole legs
and a small pull-out drawer.  26 by 34 1/2 by 21
inches

$300 – 500

238

241

240

239
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244

245

242

243

242 
WATERCOLOR OF ABSTRACT
FIGURE
A double-sided work on paper
featuring a study of a figure in
watercolor on the front. Signed
“Schwartz” in pencil on
bottom; on the verso is a sketch
of a reclining man in graphite.
14 3/4 by 11 inches

$1,800 – 2,500

243
VINTAGE EAMES LOUNGE
CHAIR AND OTTOMAN
With rosewood veneer and tan
button-tufted leather upholstery.
Unmarked.  Chair, 32 by 32
by 20 inches; Ottoman, 16 by
26 by 20 inches

$1,200 – 1,800

244 
HENRY MILLER (AMERICAN,
1891-1980)
Watercolor and graphite on
handmade paper illustrating a
man, tree, and goat.  Signed
lower center. Notated
“102/63,” indicating a date of
1963.  18 by 17 3/4 inches

$1,800 – 2,500

245 
SLATE INSET COFFEE TABLE
With a wooden base featuring
hoof feet. 16 1/2 inches by 38
3/4 by 21 inches

$200 – 400
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246 
COFFEE TABLE WITH PAIR OF
GILDED DECORATIVE WHEAT
SPRAYS
The gilded metal table base with
bamboo form legs and a glass top,
together with two Louis XVI style
decorative gilded metal wheat
bundles. Table, 18 by 54 by 24
inches

$600 – 800

247 
TURKISH BRASS BRAZIER AND
OTHER ITEMS
A brass and copper lidded tureen in
stand on a scallop edged tray.
Together with a  jardiniere stand
with floral and foliate decoration
and a silverplated fitted tray with six
bottles.  Tureen, 19 by 35 by 30
inches

$300 – 400

248 
TWO TURKISH BRASS CHARGER
TABLES
Engraved brass circular trays on
wooden crossbar stands.  Each
features different decorative
designs.  Larger, diameter, 37
inches; height, 17 1/4 inches

$300 – 500

249 
VINTAGE BLACK TRUNK
Covered in black leather with brass
hardware and a cedar wood
interior. 17 3/4 by 34 1/4 by 17
1/2 inches

$200 – 300

246

248

249

247
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252

251

250

250 
CONTINENTAL ANTIQUE BUTCHER’S TABLE
Early 19th century fruitwood and pine table
with trestle base joined by multiple stretchers
and an exterior frame stretcher, marked with
carved date of 1808, with a large pull-out
drawer and later added plank top.
Approximately 32 by 47 by 44 inches

$2,000 – 4,000

251 
GROUP OF VINTAGE CANE CHAIRS
Four wood chairs with turned stretchers and
legs. Approximately 33 1/2 by 20 by 16
inches

$200 – 400

252 
GROUP OF EIGHT ASSORTED MARBLE
SPHERES
Each sphere is made of a different type of
marble. Accompanied by turned wooden
stands. Size varies.

$200 – 400
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253 
TWO BLACK BOXES
The first, a miniature black painted Lane cedar wood box with
surfboard skag faux “shark fin” attached to the lid, with an
assortment of sea glass and other objects inside.  The second is
an assemblage with assorted interior items, including a Houdini
Ex-Libris bookplate. Larger 10 1/2 (overall height) by 9 by 5
inches

$200 – 400

254 
TWO STATUES, ONE AFTER FREDERIC REMINGTON (AMERICAN,
1861-1909)
“The Savage,” bronze on marble base. Inscribed “Copyright
1908 Frederic Remington” and “Frederic Remington 1908” and
stamped “Roman Bronze Works NY” on base. Together with a
resin statue of an eagle, marked “Mexico.”  Larger height, 11
3/4 inches.

$200 – 400 254

253
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255 
19TH CENTURY CONVERTIBLE LIBRARY STAIRS
A table made of oak inset with a black leather writing surface, converting to library stairs. Stamped inside and inscribed under base “fait
par Roger a Couttalain/ le 20 juin 1840.”  Courtalain is a small town in France approximately 90 miles from Paris.  28 by 34 1/2 by 22
1/4 inches, closed; 75 by 56 by 22 1/4 inches, open

$1,500 – 2,500



256 
GROUP OF MODEL HEADS AND HANDS
Comprised of a large ceramic Phrenology Head by
R.F. Freda, a small ceramic replica of the same
head, a clear glass mannequin head, two wooden
model hands, a metal hand sculpture, and two
wooden model figurines, one three dimensional, the
other two dimensional.  Largest height, 11 inches

$600 – 800

257 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A set of four decorative plates designed by Tony
Curtis.  Two plates marked on verso “Tony Curtis” in
facsimile signature, each with a title, “Mid
Morning” and “Illumination II,” the other two
unmarked.  Diameter, 12 inches

$300 – 500

258 
TWO VINTAGE CONGA
DRUMS
In graduated sizes, with
vellum tops.  Taller,
33 1/2 inches

$200 – 400

259 
GROUP OF THREE LEATHER
BOXES AND THREE
DECORATIVE SHOES
The leather boxes are
graduated, with leather strap
closures.  The metal shoes
are all antique in style, and
one has a hinge-opening
compartment.  Largest box,
4 by 7 3/4 by 5 5/8 inches

$150 – 250
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262261

260

260 
BLACK PAINTED MUSIC STAND
A wooden music stand with brass
hardware, featuring a lyre form
sheet rest on a turned base with
tripod feet.  Height, 50 inches

$200 – 400

261 
TONY CURTIS FRANK SINATRA
GIFTED RUDALL & CARTE FLUTE
A rosewood Rudall, Carte & Co.
flute, marked “23 Berners Street/
Oxford Street/ London,” serial
number 8579.  PROVENANCE
Tony Curtis recounts on page 184
of his autobiography American
Prince, A Memoir, “Paul Horn had
taught me to play the flute for
Sweet Smell of Success, so
sometimes I’d come over to
Frank’s house to practice playing
my flute for him.  Frank was
impressed that I was learning this
new skill for my part in the movie,
and he noticed I was playing a
cheap flute I’d picked up.  So
without telling me, he went out
one day and bought me a
magnificent flute, a priceless gift
that I cherish to this day.” In a
velvet lined fitted case.  26 1/2
inches

$3,000 – 4,000

262 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-
2010)
A drawing of a music stand
owned by Tony Curtis (Lot 260),
1978, marker on paper. Signed
and dated “3.31.78 Curtis” lower
right. 17 3/4 by 12 inches; 39
by 33 inches, framed

$2,000 – 3,000
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267

266

263 
TWO AMERICAN FLUTES
The first, a Gemeinhardt flute marked
“Gemeinhardt/ Elkhart, Ind./ M2/
007051”;  the second, a W.T. Armstrong
flute marked “Armstrong/ Elkhart/
62146,” circa 1960, in a velvet lined
case. Together with a group of annotated
music books for flutes.  First flute, 26
inches; Second flute, 34 inches

$300 – 500

264 
WILLIAM S. HAYNES SILVER FLUTE
An American silver flute made by William
S. Haynes Co., 1958, serial number
27257.  Length, 26 1/2 inches, in velvet
lined case

$1,500 – 2,000

265 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Flute,” ink on paper drawing with paint.
Signed in pencil “Curtis” lower right and
dated in pencil “76” lower left.  11 1/4
by 17 inches (sight); 21 by 27 inches,
framed

$2,000 – 3,000

266 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A line drawing of a metronome against
an abstract geometric background,
1977, green and black ink on paper.
Signed “Curtis” lower right and dated
“77” lower left.  19 1/2 by 14 1/2
inches (sight); 37 1/2 by 32 1/2 inches,
framed

$1,000 – 2,000

267 
AUTOHARP AND ZITHER
A vintage Oscar Schmidt autoharp, 15
chord, 36 string, together with a wood
zither, 15 string.  Autoharp, 22 by 11
1/2 by 2 inches; Zither, 16 by 8 1/8 by
1 3/8 inches

$200 – 300
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268 
TONY CURTIS JOSEPH VINOE
FENCING ÉPÉE
A hand forged épée with a wooden
handle.  Length, 43 inches

$100 – 200

269 
TONY CURTIS LEON PAUL FENCING ÉPÉE
A hand forged épée with a leather
wrapped handle.  Length, 42 inches

$100 – 200

270 
TONY CURTIS GROUP OF
TWO FENCING ÉPÉES
One is a vintage handforged épée,
the other is unmarked.  Longest, 43 inches

$200 – 400

271 
TONY CURTIS FENCING UNIFORM
A white fencing jacket and pants.  Size 42.

$600 – 800

272 
GROUP OF FENCING MASKS AND
AWARDS
Leather, canvas, and metal mesh fencing
helmets, one marked “Paul,” together with
two awards, one “Presented to Mr. Tony
Curtis/ Our own Legendary
Swashbuckler/ For his Continued Support
to the Art and Sport of Fencing/ Duel in
the Desert 2006” and the other a USA
Fencing Commemorative Las Vegas World
Cup award dated 2005.  Size varies.

$600 – 800

268

269

272

270
271
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274 
TWO VINTAGE JAI ALAI WICKER CESTAS
Two vintage wicker and leather baskets for the game Jai Alai, one dated 1958 with hand marked inscriptions.  Length, 28 inches each

$100 – 200

273 
ANTIQUE STEEL SWORD
With a figural animal hilt featuring an ivory ridged handle.
Effaced engraving on the blade.  In the original scabbard in fragile condition.
NOTE This item will only be shipped domestically.  Length, 38 1/2 inches total

$600 – 800



275 
BOX OF TWO PISTOLS
Pair of 20th century European
reproductions of 19th century
Dueling/target pistols in classic form,
.44 caliber percussion, half stocked,
fluted barrels, lightly engraved, cased
with accessories. Needs some light
cleaning of rust and TLC. Good Quality.
NOTE These firearms from Estate of Tony
Curtis must be registered in accordance
with state and federal laws through Little
John's Auction Service, 1740 W. La
Veta, Orange, CA, 92868. Registration
forms must be completed at this location
and the firearms picked up from this
location. Buyer must provide a Handgun Safety Certificate
or obtain one through Little John's. Pick-up must be made at
Little John's Auction Service after the ten-day waiting period
and within 30 days after registration. In the event the
pistols are purchased by an out-of-state buyer, all firearms
must be shipped to a FFL dealer and registered in buyers
state of residence. Little John's Antique Arms Inc. will
handle firearms shipments. Buyer must comply with all state
and federal laws. Foreign buyers must fulfill both United
States and foreign firearms export requirements at their
expense. Box, 3 by 20 by 12 inches

$600 – 1,200
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134

276 
ANTIQUE WOODEN FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Germanic Flintlock Pistol circa 1780s, converted to percussion about 1830s. Fancy brass mounts, Spanish style maker’s proofs
on barrel. Good condition for its age, normal small imperfection, contriner type nipple “safety” or protector.  NOTE These
firearms from Estate of Tony Curtis must be registered in accordance with state and federal laws through Little John's Auction
Service, 1740 W. La Veta, Orange, CA, 92868. Registration forms must be completed at this location and the firearms picked
up from this location. Buyer must provide a Handgun Safety Certificate or obtain one through Little John's. Pick-up must be made
at Little John's Auction Service after the ten-day waiting period and within 30 days after registration. In the event the pistols are
purchased by an out-of-state buyer, all firearms must be shipped to a FFL dealer and registered in buyers state of residence. Little
John's Antique Arms Inc. will handle firearms shipments. Buyer must comply with all state and federal laws. Foreign buyers must
fulfill both United States and foreign firearms export requirements at their expense. Overall length, 15 inches

$600 – 1,200
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277

277
TONY CURTIS FERNANDEZ Y ROCHE HAT
In light grey with a ribbon band and chin strap,
made in Sevilla.  Marked inside with five stars.  Size
7 1/8.

$200 – 400

278 
THREE TONY CURTIS HERBERT JOHNSON HATS
The first, a beige top hat with a black felt band.
Marked inside “Herbert Johnson/ 38 New Bond St./
London W.” No size tag. The second, a black top
hat with a black felt band.  No size tag.  The third,
an olive green bowler hat with grosgrain ribbon
band.  Marked inside “Herbert Johnson/ 38 New
Bond St./ London W.” No size tag.

$600 – 800

279 
GROUP OF FOUR TONY CURTIS HATS
The first, a Selentino black felt fedora with a feather
in the band. Size 7 1/8. The second, a black felt hat
with chin strap. No labels or size tag. The third, a
black felt Eric Javits cowboy hat. No size tag. The
fourth, a Fernandez y Roche grey felt hat with
grosgrain ribbon band and chin strap.  No size tag.

$400 – 600
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280 
THREE TONY CURTIS FEDORAS
The first, grey felt with a black
grosgrain ribbon band.  Marked
inside “Herbert Johnson/ 13 Old
Burlington St./ London W1.” No
size tag. The second, black with a
black grosgrain ribbon band.
Marked inside “Frederick Fox/
London,” “100% Rabbit Fur.” No
size tag.  The third, brown felt with
a black grosgrain ribbon band.
Marked inside “Wilby/ Sixty Six/
W. Thrity Ninth” and “Bel Air/
California.”  No size tag.

$600 – 800

281 
TONY CURTIS VINTAGE LEATHER
OXFORDS
A pair of burgundy and black
leather dress shoes. No maker or
size marked.

$200 – 300

282
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS LEATHER
OXFORDS
Three pairs of dress shoes in black,
grey, and cognac. Made by
Aurelio Garcia for Moda Scopa,
made in Spain. All size 10.

$200 – 300

283 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS LEATHER
OXFORDS
Four pairs of leather dress shoes
marked “Cataldo/ Roma,” in
black, dark navy, green and
cognac.  No sizes marked.

$200 – 300

280

281

282

283
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285

287

284 
TONY CURTIS EMBELLISHED VELVET BLAZER
A midnight blue jacket with applied blue and silver glittered dots. No
maker or size tag.

$400 – 600

285 
GUCCI LEATHER JACKET
A black leather and cotton jacket with zipper and buckle details.
Size 54.

$400 – 600

286 
TWO PAIR TONY CURTIS EXOTIC ANIMAL SKIN ANKLE BOOTS
The first, in yellow crocodile hornback by Max Leather.  Size 10 1/2.
The second, in grey ostrich by Avventura, made in Italy.  Size 9 1/2.

$800 – 1,200

287 
THREE PAIR TONY CURTIS SNAKESKIN ANKLE BOOTS
One pair in black and one natural color, made by Aurelio Garcia for
Moda Scopa, marked  “Made in Spain.” Both size 10.  The third
pair in blue, made by Giorgio Brutini.  Marked “Genuine Snake
Skin.”  Size 10 1/2M.

$200 – 400

288 
JEAN PAUL GAULTIER STUDDED JACKET
A black jacket with pearlescent studs on the sleeves.  Tag inside
marked “Jean Paul Gaultier/ Homme/ Pour Gibo/ Made in Italy.”
No size tag.

$800 – 1,200

289 
TONY CURTIS CUSTOM PATENT LEATHER JACKET
With patterned silk lining and matching silk scarf and label inside
embroidered “Especially Made for Tony Curtis.”  Tag inside labeled
“Puntopelle/ Roma.” No size tag.

$600 – 800

290 
THREE PAIR TONY CURTIS SNAKESKIN SHOES
Two pairs of ankle boots, one black and one navy, made by Giorgio
Brutini.  Marked “Genuine Snake Skin.” Both size 10M.  The third,
navy dress shoes with snakeskin and leather. Made by Aurelio
Garcia for Moda Scopa. Made in Spain. Size 10.

$200 – 300

291 
THREE PAIR TONY CURTIS LEATHER ANKLE BOOTS
The first, a navy pair with a grey leather flower detail on the outside
of each shoe, maker unknown. Size 42. The second, a tan pair with
ruched leather uppers, maker unknown. Size 42. The third, a dark
grey leather pair made by Giorgio Brutini. Size 10.

$200 – 300

284
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292 
GIORGIO ARMANI VELVET JACKET
A black formal velvet jacket.  No size tag.

$200 – 300

293 
GROUP OF ARMANI DINNER WEAR
Comprised of two pair Armani Collezioni formal black pants, one pair Giorgio
Armani black pants, and a Giorgio Armani black vest.  No size tags. Together
with two Giorgio Armani tuxedo shirts, sizes 16 1/2 by 42 and 17 by 43,
and one Brioni formal shirt, size 16 1/2 by 42.

$400 – 600

294 
TONY CURTIS VINTAGE YVES SAINT LAURENT JACKET
A silk ivory formal wear jacket, embroidered inside in
red thread “Tony Curtis.”  Appears to be custom.  No
size tag.

$600 – 800

295 
GIORGIO ARMANI SUIT
A black formal suit with silk trim around the waist and collar and silk buttons.
No size tag.

$200 – 300
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296 
TONY CURTIS BEST
DRESSED VALET STAND
AND AWARD
A painted valet stand
gifted to Tony Curtis.  The
plaque reads “Presented to
Tony Curtis by the National
Association of Retail
Clothiers and Furnishers in
Recognition of his
Contribution to the Male
Dress Habits of America,
February 24, 1960.”
Hinge-opening lower
compartment.   50 1/4 by
18 3/4 by 13 inches.
Together with a 1967
“Best Dressed American
Actor” award from the
Costume Designers Guild,
1967.

$600 – 800

297 
GROUP OF GIORGIO
ARMANI OVERCOATS
Comprised of two black
and one brown overcoat.
No sizes marked.

$400 – 600

298 
GROUP OF DAY WEAR
Comprised of a charcoal
grey Giorgio Armani suit,
a navy cashmere jacket,
two black Giorgio Armani
jackets, one grey Giorgio
Armani Classico jacket,
and a tan summer weight
jacket. No size tags.
Together with four designer
Italian dress shirts. Size
varies.

$300 – 500

299 
GROUP OF FIVE WHITE
DESIGNER SHIRTS
Comprised of a silk
Versace, no size tag; a
Valentino, no size tag; and
three by Armani. Size
varies.

$300 – 500 298

297296

299
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301 
JAN STUSSY (AMERICAN, 1921-1990)
“Luminous Body,” 1967, enamel on masonite. Signed lower right. 

PROVENANCE Purchased from the artist  EXHIBITED The UCLA Art
Galleries, Los Angeles, California,1967; The Carmen Waugh
Gallery, Santiago, Chile, 1967  48 by 48 inches.

$2,000 – 4,000
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300 
JAN STUSSY (AMERICAN, 1921-1990)
An abstract female figure against a black background.  Possibly
titled “Dark Woman,” acrylic on masonite. Unsigned. 

PROVENANCE Purchased from the artist  48 by 48 inches

$2,000 – 4,000
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302 
JAN STUSSY (AMERICAN, 1921-1990)
“Female Mosaic,” 1967, enamel on celotex.  

PROVENANCE Purchased from the artist  

EXHIBITED The UCLA Art Galleries, Los Angeles, California,1967;
The Carmen Waugh Gallery, Santiago, Chile, 1967  48 by 48
inches

$2,000 – 4,000

303 
JAN STUSSY (AMERICAN, 1921-1990)
“Virgin: A Consolation,” 1967, media collage on celotex. Unsigned. 

PROVENANCE Purchased from the artist 

EXHIBITED The UCLA Art Galleries, Los Angeles, California,1967;
The Carmen Waugh Gallery, Santiago, Chile, 1967  48 by 48
inches

$2,000 – 4,000
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304 
JAN STUSSY (AMERICAN, 1921-1990)
“Psychedelic Temptress,” 1967, mixed media and enamel on celotex. Signed lower right. PROVENANCE Purchased from the artist
EXHIBITED The UCLA Art Galleries, Los Angeles, California,1967; The Carmen Waugh Gallery, Santiago, Chile, 1967 48 by 48 inches

$2,000 – 4,000
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305 
JAN STUSSY (AMERICAN, 1921-1990)
A female figure in brown tones, mixed media on masonite. Signed
lower right. Titled either “Sibyl: Divination of Love” or “Hieremancer
of Dreams.” PROVENANCE Purchased from the artist  EXHIBITED
The UCLA Art Galleries, Los Angeles, California,1967; The Carmen
Waugh Gallery, Santiago, Chile, 1967  48 by 48 inches

$2,000 – 4,000

307 
JAN STUSSY (AMERICAN, 1921-1990)
Pair of paintings, one a still life with the head of a statue, the other a model hand with fruit and flowers.  Both oil on canvas, signed lower
right. 21 by 24 3/4 inches each

$1,800 – 2,500

306 
JAN STUSSY (AMERICAN, 1921-1990)
“Self-Wrestling,” 1967, oil on canvas, mounted on masonite. Signed
lower right and lower left.  PROVENANCE Purchased from the artist
EXHIBITED The UCLA Art Galleries, Los Angeles, California,1967;
The Carmen Waugh Gallery, Santiago, Chile, 1967  48 by 48
inches

$2,000 – 4,000
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308 
BEN JOHNSON (BRITISH, B. 1946)
“The Surprise of Susannah,” 1962, oil on canvas painting of a nude against an orange background.
Signed upper right “Ben Johnson/ 62” and inscribed on the verso “The Surprise of Susannah/ Ben
Johnson/ 62/ Sarasota Florida/ To Gabe Kohn.”  PROVENANCE  Purchased from Gabriel Kohn
35 1/2 by 47 inches

$1,200 – 1,800

309 
GEORGE COHEN (AMERICAN, 1919-1999)
“Galleria,” 1961, oil on canvas with mirrors. Initialed upper right “G.C.” 

PROVENANCE Richard Feigen Gallery, New York  31 5/8 by 25 3/4 inches

$3,000 – 5,000
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310 
CHARLES HINMAN (AMERICAN, B. 1932)
“Pinwheel,” painted canvas on a three-dimensional wood frame.  Signed, dated 1964, and inscribed on the verso.  

PROVENANCE Feigen Palmer Gallery, Los Angeles  45 3/4 by 29 by 30 1/4 inches

$3,000 – 5,000

311 
1970’S PRINT OF A FEMALE NUDE
An untitled print of a nude woman in pink and orange. Signed illegibly, dated “74,” and numbered “artists proof
1/5” lower left. 38 1/4 by 63 1/4 inches, framed

$600 – 800
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312

312
BAROQUE STYLE DINING TABLE
A 19th century Louis XIII style walnut
and oak dining table with parquetry
drop leaf top.  30 by 117 by 47
inches, extended

$400 – 600

313 
SET OF TWELVE BAROQUE STYLE
DINING CHAIRS
Louis XIII style side chairs with green
velvet upholstery.  43 1/4 by 18 1/2
by 15 inches

$400 – 600

314 
LARGE ANTIQUE ENGLISH SIDEBOARD
With canted edges, seven pull-out
drawers over six cabinet doors, some
restoration and replacement hardware.
45 1/2 by 107 1/2 by 18 3/4 inches

$2,000 – 3,000

314

313
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315 
PETER PHILLIPS (BRITISH, B. 1939)
“Custom Painting Number 7,” 1965, oil on canvas. Signed on the verso.  PROVENANCE Galerie Bischofberger, Zurich, Switzerland
EXHIBITED New York, Museum of Modern Art, “British Artists: 6 Painters/6 Sculptors,” traveling exhibition, 1968-1969  72 by 60 inches

$10,000 – 20,000
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316 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A handpainted ceramic jug featuring a brightly
multicolored face on a turquoise and yellow ground.
Signed on the side in black paint “Tony Curtis.”  Height,
10 inches

$2,000 – 3,000

317 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A painted ceramic vase in sapphire blue with yellow,
red, and light blue flowers all around.  Painted inside
and signed “Curtis Tony” in red paint. Height, 10 1/2
inches

$2,000 – 3,000
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318 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Tony’s Room #339,” acrylic on canvas. Signed “curtis” lower right. 48 by 36 inches

$4,000 – 6,000
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319
ANTIQUE CAMPAIGN CHEST
Two over three drawer case with brass
batwing hardware.  39 1/2 by 39 by 18
1/2 inches

$600 – 800

320 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A painted ceramic crimped-edge vase with an
emerald colored ground, a face and other abstract
markings in multicolored hues.  Painted inside in
aqua and signed in red paint. Height, 10 1/2
inches

$2,000 – 3,000
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321

322

323

321 
TWO ASIAN WOODEN DRAGON
STATUES
Constructed of painted wood, one is
predominantly blue on a blue base,
and the other is predominantly green
and not on a base.  Both
approximately 15 by 21 by 10 inches

$200 – 300

322 
BALSA WOOD BOX WITH FIVE BLACK
AND WHITE PUBLICITY PHOTOGRAPHS
OF TONY CURTIS
Including two images with Marilyn
Monroe. Together with another box
containing items compiled by Tony
Curtis. First box, 4 3/4 by 13 by 2
1/4 inches

$200 – 300

323 
ENGLISH MAHOGANY CAMPAIGN
WRITING DESK
An antique writing desk on bronze
stand with tooled gilded leather writing
surface and fitted compartments.  The
engraved nameplate reads “Joseph
Wilding.”  Closed, 7 by 21 3/4 by
11 inches

$600 – 800
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325 
JOHN LEVEE (AMERICAN, B. 1924)
“June V 1967,” oil on canvas,
inscribed, signed and dated on the
verso.  39 by 30 inches.

$4,000 – 6,000

324 
JOHN LEVEE (AMERICAN, B. 1924)
“Tiger Tony Curtis (September
1,1962),” mixed media, impasto oil
and applied wood fragments on
canvas. Signed and inscribed on
the verso upper right.  59 1/4 by
59 1/4 inches

$4,000 – 6,000
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327 
JOHN LEVEE (AMERICAN, B.

1924)
“Picnic,” 1950, oil on

canvas. Signed and dated
upper left and on the verso.

Marked with a label on back
of frame from Arthur Lenars
& Co, Paris.  25 1/4 by 36

1/4 inches; 35 by 45
inches, framed

$3,000 – 5,000

326
JOHN LEVEE

(AMERICAN, B. 1924)
“July III, 1965,” abstract

oil on canvas with textural
elements, depicting three
squares within a white
ground with a red and

blue border. Signed and
titled on the verso.  51

1/2 by 38 inches; 52 by
39 inches, framed

$4,000 – 6,000
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328 
LUDOVICO DE LUIGI (ITALIAN, B. 1933)
“La Nuova Liberta,” 1976, oil on canvas. Signed, titled and dated on the verso, inscribed to Tony Curtis on the stretcher. 47 by 94 1/2
inches; 49 1/2 by 97 inches, framed

$3,000 – 5,000
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330
FRANCOIS MONCHATRE

(FRENCH, B. 1928)
A mixed media assemblage
of paint, wood and mirrors

in a wood box, initialed
“FM” upper left.  9 1/2 by

8 by 3 inches.
Accompanied by a black
and white photograph of
the piece taken by André

Morain.

$1,800 – 2,500

329 
YOLANDE FIEVRE (FRENCH,

1907-1983)
“Dream for a Fisherman,”

1965, mixed media
assemblage of wood, stones,
and objects in a wood box.

Signed lower left in box;
signed and dated on the

verso. 13 3/4 by 13 3/4 by
4 inches. Accompanied by a
black and white photograph
of the piece taken by André

Morain.

$4,000 – 6,000
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332 
ROBERT FREMONT (20TH CENTURY)
“Here We Are,” 1963, oil on canvas.
Signed and dated “r. frémont 63”
lower right. 

PROVENANCE Esther Robles Gallery,
Los Angeles 36 by 40 inches

$1,200 – 1,800

331
ROBERT FREMONT (20TH CENTURY)
“D’Estrée Rides Again,” 1964.  Oil on
canvas.  Signed “r. frémont ‘64” lower
right. Image after the painting
“Gabrielle d’Estrées and One of Her
Sisters.”  

PROVENANCE Esther Robles Gallery,
Los Angeles  36 3/4 by 40 3/4
inches

$1,200 – 1,800
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333
LOIC DUBIGEON (FRENCH, 1934-2003)

A pair of abstract paintings: Untitled “25” and Untitled “14.” Both
oil on canvas, signed and dated “64” lower right. Each is 25 3/4

by 21 1/2 inches; 34 by 30 inches, framed

$3,000 – 4,000
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334
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334 
GEORGES ANDRE KLEIN (FRENCH,
1901-1992)
“Nature Morte aux Tissus d’Orient”
(Still Life with Oriental Fabrics), oil on
canvas. Signed lower right.
PROVENANCE Galerie Marie L.
André, Paris EXHIBITED Galerie Marie
L. André, “G. - A. Klein 30 Peintures,”
Paris, March-April, 1965.
Accompanied by an exhibition
catalogue from Galerie Marie L. André,
featuring this painting on the cover and
inscribed to Tony Curtis by the artist.
Inscription reads “Pour Monsieur
Anthony Curtis avec mon admiration et
me sympathie./ G.A. Klein/ 1965.”
26 1/2 by 32 inches; 34 by 38
inches, framed

$2,000 – 4,000

335 
MARC CHAGALL (FRENCH, 1887-1985)
A colored lithograph. Signed “Marc
Chagall” in pencil lower right and
numbered 13/75 lower left.

$4,000 – 6,000

336 
QUEEN ANNE CARVED OAK
SIDEBOARD
18th century case with three over two
drawers and cabriole legs on pad feet.
33 by 72 1/4 by 21 1/2 inches

$2,000 – 4,000 335

336
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337
PAIR OF STILL LIFE PAINTINGS
A pair of still life paintings depicting fish, fruit, flowers, and a bird against a black background, oil on canvas, unsigned.
Each is 24 1/2 by 32 inches; 26 3/4 by 34 3/4 inches, framed

$1,800 – 2,500

338 
CHIPPENDALE MAHOGANY
DRAFTSMAN’S TABLE
Early 18th century elevating
draftsman’s table with pull-out front
having another tilt-opening tooled
gilded leather top concealing fitted
compartments; the case has an
engraved batwing brass.  On six
Marlborough legs with brass casters.
31 by 42 5/8 by 42 inches (extended)
by 26 closed

$4,000 – 6,000
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339 
RUDOLF HRADIL (HUNGARIAN, 1925-2007)
“Still Life on the Sea,” oil on canvas. Signed lower right.  PROVENANCE Galerie Welz Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria 13 by 26 inches; 19
1/2 by 32 1/2 inches, framed

$1,500 – 2,000

340
BRIGITTE COURME (FRENCH, 1934-1982)
“Jardin d’Amour,” a black and white etching of a
garden scene. Signed, titled, and numbered 11/50
in pencil.  15 1/2 by 13 3/4 inches (image); 24
1/2 by 22 1/4 inches, framed

$200 – 400

341 
BRIGITTE COURME (FRENCH, 1934-1982)
“Une Chatte - Finette,” a black and white engraving depicting a
cat and a vase of flowers. Signed, titled, and numbered 4/50 in
pencil. Brigitte Courme was a friend of Balthus in Rome in the mid-
1960s.  15 1/2 by 17 1/4 inches (image); 24 1/2 by 26 1/2
inches, framed

$200 – 400
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342 
19TH CENTURY FRENCH PROVINCIAL OAK ARMOIRE
With carved molded panel doors, one interior shelf and two bottom pull-out drawers.  Lined with blue
and white upholstered fabric.  Later fitted with interior lighting. Tony Curtis often showcased the pieces
he displayed in this cabinet and changed them periodically.  85 by 64 by 21 inches

$3,000 – 5,000
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343 
BLACK AND WHITE FRAMED PHOTOGRAPHS OF TONY CURTIS
Comprised of a photograph of Tony Curtis and Cary Grant, 6 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches; a vintage photograph of Curtis posing on stairs, 1955,
10 3/4 by 13 1/2 inches (print) on a 20 by 16 inch mount board; a vintage studio portrait of Curtis as a young man, signed “Talbot” and
stamped on the back with photographer’s stamp, 10 by 8 inches; and a copy of a photograph of Curtis in leather frame, 12 by 10 inches.
The framed photographs were displayed around the living room in Curtis’ Las Vegas home.

$200 – 400
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345
T.L. AINSLEY MARINE

CHRONOMETER
In a wooden box with brass
fittings, marked “T.L. Ainsley
Chronometer/ Maker to the
Admiralty/ Mill Dam/ South
Sheilds/ 7014.”  7 1/2 by

7 1/4 by 7 1/4 inches

$2,000 – 3,000
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344
BLUE PAINTED BOX WITH ASSORTED TRINKETS

A painted wood box with a Jean Cocteau style face
etched in the paint and the inscription “Au Revoir,”

filled with an assortment of trinkets compiled by Tony
Curtis. 4 by 9 1/2 by 7 inches

$200 – 400



347 
BALTHUS (BALTHAZAR
KLOSSOWSKI DE ROLA,
SWISS, 1908-2001)
“Study for ‘Katia
reading,’ “ 1968-69,
graphite on paper,
monogrammed lower left
“Bs.” 11 3/4 by 15 7/8
inches.  

PROVENANCE
Collection of the artist  

LITERATURE Monnier,
Balthus Catalogue
Raisonné of the Complete
Works, 1999, p. 343,
number D 1173

$30,000 – 40,000

346 
BALTHUS (BALTHAZAR
KLOSSOWSKI DE ROLA,
SWISS, 1908-2001)
“Nu sur un canapé,”
1948, pen and India ink
on paper.  

LITERATURE Monnier,
Balthus Catalogue
Raisonné of the Complete
Works, 1999, p. 253,
number D 647  9 3/4 by
12 3/4 inches

$25,000 – 35,000
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348
BALTHUS (BALTHAZAR KLOSSOWSKI DE ROLA, SWISS, 1908-2001)
Sketch of a girl, untitled, from a group of 12 sketches, circa 1970, graphite on paper, signed “Balthus” center right.
18 7/8 by 14 inches. 

PROVENANCE Given to Tony Curtis by Balthus’ son Stanislaus (Stash) Klossowski after the artist’s death.  

LITERATURE Monnier, Balthus Catalogue Raisonné of the Complete Works, 1999, p. 473, number CC 1506/2

$25,000 – 35,000
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349 
RAY JOHNSON (AMERICAN, 1927-1995)
“New Bunny List,” 1969,  mixed media collage.  PROVENANCE Richard Feigen Gallery, New York.   26 by 17
1/2 inches.

$8,000 – 12,000
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350
ROBERT NICKLE (AMERICAN, 1919-1980)
“B5,” 1964, mixed media collage, mounted and framed. Signed on the verso, visible
through frame.  PROVENANCE  Feigen/Palmer Gallery, Los Angeles  11 1/4 by 14
inches; 24 1/4 by 27 1/4 inches, framed

$3,000 – 5,000
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352 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Yesterdays”, oil on canvas. Signed and dated “Curtis 31987”
lower left in green paint. 48 by 36 inches

$4,000 – 6,000

351 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
An untitled still life painting, “63,” oil on canvas, signed “tony
curtis” lower right in green paint. 48 by 63 inches

$4,000 – 6,000
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353 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Cocktail Hour #93,” acrylic on canvas. Signed “curtis” and dated “3 24 87” in green paint. 30 by 40 inches

$4,000 – 6,000

354 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
An abstract landscape painting, oil on canvas. Signed “tony curtis” lower left in blue paint. 24 by 36 inches

$4,000 – 6,000
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355 
14K YELLOW GOLD CARD CASE
Of rectangular shape and slightly curved structure, topped with engraved foliate work, tests for 14k.
3 1/4 by 2 1/4 by 3/8 inches, 88 gms.

$2,500 – 4,500

356 
14K YELLOW GOLD AND METAL PEN/PENCIL
Designed with the outside of the pen in 14k yellow gold, 5 1/2 inches, 31 gms.

$200 – 300
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358 
RUSSIAN SILVER CIGARETTE CASE
With Russian mark 84 for 0.875 silver, designed as a rectangular case with cabochon sapphire
push-piece, topped with a fluted spiral design, 4 x 3 x 0.75”, 150 gms.

$100 – 200

357 
PAIR OF FLORAL ENGRAVED BANGLES
These test for 18k yellow gold. 7 1/2 inches, 140.8 gms.

$1,200 – 1,800
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360 
CARTIER PAIR OF SILVER CUFFLINKS
Designed as a square plaque engraved with Cartier “C” logo, attached to a swivel bar, signed “Cartier,”
in a signed red leather fitted box. 19 gms.

$200 – 300

359 
PAIR OF RUSER 14K YELLOW GOLD ST. GENESIUS CUFFLINKS
14k yellow gold Ruser cufflinks, topped with a circular disc enhanced by a figure and “St. Genesius, Guide My Career,”
attached to a swivel bar engraved with initials “T.C,” one inscribed on reverse “From Jack Benny.” 3/4 inches,  17 gms.

$400 – 600
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362 
CARTIER 18K WHITE GOLD, ONYX AND DIAMOND DRESS SET
Including a pair of double-link cufflinks, four buttons and three vest studs, signed “Cartier,” designed centering a black onyx disc surrounded
by diamonds; 230 full-cut round diamonds totaling approximately 2.30 cts. and graded F-G color and VS clarity, 25.7 gms.

$2,000 – 3,000

361 
THREE PAIRS OF METAL CUFFLINKS
Including a pair with a United States Senate image, a pair engraved with initials B.W., and a pair in an oval wave design.

$100 – 200
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363 
AUDEMARS PIGUET 18K YELLOW GOLD CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH
Numbered 14790ST/0789ST/10,  movement signed #492250, 18k yellow gold, the round cream color dial with Arabic and baton
chapters, to three subsidiary dials and a date window, to the leather strap and 18k yellow gold deplayant clasp, with original signed box
and papers.

$6,000 – 8,000
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364 
GROUP OF FIVE POCKET WATCHES WITH FOB CHAINS
Each of base metal, including two by Colibri, one Van Cort, one Jean Renet, and one Collezio.

$200 – 400

365
GROUP OF FOUR POCKET WATCHES WITH FOB CHAINS,

AND A WRISTWATCH
Each of base metal, including one by Pierce, a Seiko, a

Galaxie, a Colibri, and a Dolan-Bullock.

$200 – 400
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367 
VACHERON & CONSTANTIN 14K YELLOW GOLD OPEN-FACED POCKET WATCH
Tests for 14k yellow gold, the round silver toned dial with black Arabic chapters,
39mm., and subsidiary seconds dial, with an 18k yellow gold fob chain, 13 inches,
34 gms.

$2,000 – 3,000

366
CARTIER VERMEIL WRISTWATCH
The white rectangular dial with black Roman
chapters and blue stone windstem, case
signed "Cartier Paris," #7808611072,
manual wind, with original leather strap and
clasp.

$200 – 300
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368 
TIFFANY & CO. 18K YELLOW GOLD OPEN-FACED POCKET
WATCH
With a round white dial, 41mm., with black Arabic
chapters and a subsidiary seconds dial, the case #115438,
movement Tiffany & Co., made in Switzerland #115438,
circa 1900, with a gold toned costume chain

$2,000 – 3,000

369 
VACHERON ANTIQUE 18K YELLOW GOLD WINDOWED
HUNTING CASE POCKET WATCH
The cover centering upon a window surrounded by black
enamel Roman chapters, opening to reveal a round white
dial, 39mm., with black Roman chapters, and subsidiary
seconds dial, the case signed "VACHERON, Geneve," stem
wind, 20 jewel movement, circa 1890, with detachable
10k fob chain and monogrammed locket charm.  11 inches,
45gms.

$1,000 – 1,500

370 
SIX METAL POCKET WATCHES AND CHAINS
By makers Alpha, Illinois, Windsor, Parmex, Cortebert and
Van Cort.

$200 – 300

371 
THREE 14K YELLOW GOLD WATCHES
By makers Berne, Concord, and Benrus, two with metal fob
chains.

$200 – 300

369

368

370

371
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373 
MICHEL PERCHIN SILVER, 18K YELLOW GOLD AND ENAMEL PEN
Signed Michel Perchin, Germany, 1777/4321, set in silver, 18k yellow gold and base metal,
enhanced by blue enamel, in a signed, fitted wood case.  5 1/2 inches, 85 gms.

$1,200 – 1,800

372 
FABERGE TREFOIL DISH INSET
WITH 1859 NICOLAS I
MEMORIAL COIN
A sterling silver and parcel gilt
trefoil shaped dish with egg and
dart border and rose gold vermeil
interior, inset with a Nicolas I
memorial coin dated 1859
surrounded by a yellow gold
mount.  Marked “Faberge” in
Cyrillic under the Imperial
Warrant, workmaster A.N. for
Anders Nevalainen, 88 Left
Facing Kokoshnik with assay
mark of Yakov Lyapimov (1899-
1903), scratched inventory
number 11816.  In a silk lined
fitted beech wood case stamped
with (Imperial Warrant), Faberge
St. Petersburg Moscow London
inside the lid.  Widest, 4 by 4
1/2 inches; 3.90 troy oz.

$3,000 – 5,000
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375 
FABERGE STYLE SILVER GILT
GUILLOCHÉ ENAMEL EGG
A Faberge style egg with
incomplete marks featuring
yellow enamel over waved
guilloché egg on a stand with
bands of white enamel at the
hinge border, opening to a
gilded interior.  Marked with
“A*H,” presumably for
August Frederik Hollming
(1854-1915).  Faint scratch
marks on the base.  No other
visible marks.  In a silk and
velvet lined wooden box with
gold stamped lettering
reading “(Imperial Warrant),
Faberge St. Petersburg
Moscow London.”  Height, 3
1/4 inches; 2.30 troy oz.

$800 – 1,200

374 
FABERGE 14K YELLOW GOLD AND SAPPHIRE CIGARETTE CASE
With Russian gold mark for 14k, designed as a rectangular fluted case with cabochon sapphire push-piece, with a
signed wooden fitted case. 3 1/2 by 2 3/4 by 1/2 inches, 187 gms.

$4,500 – 6,500
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377 
VINTAGE
ARTIST’S EASEL
A dark stained
vintage wooden
adjustable easel
on casters.
Approximately
71 by 25 by 30
inches

$200 – 400

376 
TONY CURTIS PORTABLE
FRENCH ARTIST’S EASEL
With metal-lined fitted
interior, brass hardware and
locks. Marked “RJ/ Modeles
Brevetes et Deposes/ Made
in France.”  19 by 15 by 4
3/4 inches, closed

$200 – 400

550
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378 
TONY CURTIS WORKING EASEL
A vintage wooden adjustable
easel on casters used by Tony
Curtis. This easle was once
owned by Edward G. Robinson.
A protective plaque covers the
initials "EGR" written on the
wood. 90 by 26 by 35 inches

$300 – 500
379 
TONY CURTIS BOOKS ABOUT ART
Comprised of four books on art from Tony Curtis’ library: Tony
Curtis, American Prince and his Art, Anecdotes of Modern
Art, Collage, and Pop Surrealism.  Size varies.

$150 – 250
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381

380

There’s a child-like simplicity about them...but there’s also supposed to be deep

and profound meaning.  This is what separates the men from the boys in art.  The

meaning (of art) is always in the eye of the beholder.  I can talk until I’m blue in

the face, but some people won’t understand, even then.

Tony CurTis, TALKinG ABouT His BoXEs
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382

380 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A mixed media assemblage featuring an
image of Renaissance portrait of a woman,
a photograph of Tony Curtis and an
hourglass, with applied paint and glitter.
Encased in a wood box with an applied
found image and letter on the outside
panels. 2 by 10 1/2 by 8 inches

$2,500 – 3,500

381 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
An assemblage of images and found
objects, including hanging scales and
marbles, in a cardboard box with
handpainted background. A drawing in
white is on the back of the box. 10 3/4 by
8 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches

$1,800 – 2,200

382 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Midnight,” 1965, a shadowbox
assemblage with an image of Dracula and
found objects in a painted blue box.
Signed, titled and dated on a tag applied
to the verso. 10 by 6 3/4 by 4 inches

$2,500 – 3,500

383 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A shadowbox assemblage with a ceramic
hand, pocket watch, and found objects in
a painted wood box. 7 by 4 3/4 by 3
1/2 inches

$1,500 – 2,000



384 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“All that Glitters,” mixed media assemblage of paint, found images, cards and other items on canvas, framed in a
shadowbox style presentation under glass. Signed upper left “Tony Curtis.” 40 by 30 inches (canvas); 45 3/4 by 35 3/4
inches, framed

$4,000 – 6,000
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386 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN,

1925-2010)
“Old Dutch Chair,” acrylic on
canvas. Signed lower left. 36

by 48 inches; 46 by 57
inches, framed

$4,000 – 6,000

385
MARLENE DIETRICH ITALIAN
18TH CENTURY STYLE TABLE

A 20th century Italian
Neoclassical style carved,

painted, and gilded dining
table with two leaves and faux

marbleized top. Tony Curtis
acquired this table from

Marlene Dietrich, and he used
it in his painting studio.  30 by

86 by 44 inches

$2,000 – 4,000
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388

387

387 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A line drawing of a table (Lot 388), blue ink
on paper.  Signed "Curtis" lower right and
dated "78" and "86" lower left.  17 1/2 by
12 inches (sight); 34 by 28 inches, framed

$1,000 – 2,000

388 
SMALL REFECTORY TRESTLE TABLE WITH
IRON SUPPORTS
Provincial style table with carved wooden
trestle base and scrolled iron crossbar
supports.  30 3/8 by 50 1/2 by 35 1/4
inches

$400 – 600
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389 
PROVINCIAL TRESTLE FARM TABLE
With one pull-out drawer, a pull-out work surface, and a
bottom bar stretcher on trestle supports.  30 by 77 by 35
inches

$300 – 500

390 
ANTIQUE WOODEN REFECTORY BENCH
Made of pine with rear diagonal stretchers and mortise
and tenon through construction.  18 1/2 by 71 3/8 by
14 inches

$300 – 500

391 
PROVINCIAL STYLE TRESTLE BENCH
A narrow pine trestle bench with through tenon
construction.  19 1/2 by 91 3/4 by 5 1/2 inches

$200 – 400

389 389

390

391
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392 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Das Oritalter,” an assemblage of found objects and mixed media,
framed in an acrylic shadowbox with additional images on verso.
This was one of Tony Curtis’ favorite pieces.  40 by 12 1/2 by 3
1/4 inches

$4,000 – 6,000

These boxes, or any attempt at art

expression, are the eruption of all the

artist’s creative ‘juices’ tempered by

all his experience.

Tony CurTis
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393 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Spring,” 1965, a shadowbox assemblage featuring an image of
Gustav Klimt’s painting “Adam and Eve” and applied clock and
watch faces.  A found image is applied to the verso.  Signed, titled
and dated on a tag on verso. 10 1/4 by 7 3/4 by 2 1/2 inches

$2,500 – 3,500

394 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A mixed media assemblage featuring a portrait of Tony Curtis in a
carved wooden box, with a book page titled “De Theologicis
Diciplinis” applied to the verso.  Signed and dated “Curtis 3.6.81”
on verso. 12 by 8 by 1 1/2 inches

$2,000 – 2,500
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397 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A mixed media drawing of a lounger bench
(Lot 233), a guitar, and a bowl of fruit, green
ink and oil paint on paper.  Signed "curtis"
lower right and dated "1.7.71" lower left. 
15 1/2 by 19 inches (sight); 31 1/2 by
311/2 inches (framed)

$2,000 – 3,000

395 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
An ink on paper drawing of a seated man writing.  14 1/2
by 9 1/2 inches (sight); 25 1/2 by 20 inches, framed

$2,000 – 3,000

396  
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A line drawing of a studio light next to stairs, ink on paper.  Signed
“Curtis” lower left and dated “70” lower right.  12 1/4 by 9 1/2
inches (sight); 24 1/4 by 21 1/2 inches (framed)

$2,000 – 3,000
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399 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN,

1925-2010)
An abstract geometric ink

on paper drawing. Signed
“Curtis” lower left.  13 by 9

1/2 inches (sight); 22 by
18 1/2 inches, framed

$2,000 – 3,000

398 
TONY CURTIS

(AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
A pen drawing on paper

of hand holding a
geometric object.   8 by

11 1/2 inches (sight);
21 by 26 inches, framed

$2,000 – 3,000
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401 
THREE PANEL FOLDING SCREEN
Inset with 15 Tony Curtis giclée on canvas artworks, some images
repeated.  68 1/2 by 38 inches

$300 – 500

400 
TONY CURTIS ARTWORK CHANDELIER
A spiral brass hanging light fixture with multiple Lucite tags, each
featuring a different piece of Tony Curtis artwork.  Diameter,
approximately 20 inches

$300 – 500
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402 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
“Houdini,” giclée on canvas with applied objects
and handpainted enhancements. Signed lower
right. Numbered 9/250 on the verso. NOTE
According to the Tony Curtis Estate, only 15
copies of this giclée were produced.  24 by 18
inches

$800 – 1,200

403 
SIGNED HOUDINI CALLING CARD
A framed, printed and signed calling card dated
April 1919, reading “kindly [illegible] Mr. Harry
Cohn in to see me at anytime.” 2 by 2 3/4
inches; 6 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches, framed

$600 – 800

402

403
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407 
SO THIS IS PARIS TONY CURTIS BRONZED SHOES
A pair of bronzed dancing shoes worn by Tony Curtis in the
movie So This is Paris (Universal International, 1955).
Mounted on a wooden board with an engraved plaque
reading “To Tony Twinkletoes/ Love Dick & Gene.” This was
gifted to Curtis by the director, Richard Quine, and his
costar, Gene Nelson.  Board, 13 by 11 inches

$300 – 500

406 
TONY CURTIS GIFTED PLAQUE FROM OPERATION PETTICOAT
A gift to Tony Curtis for Operation Petticoat (Universal
International, 1959). Inscribed “To Tony Curtis who found his
sea legs in ‘Operation Petticoat’ and went on to command Sea
Tiger II.  With warmest regards from Bob Arthur, Blake
Edwards and Crew.”

$400 – 600

405 
TONY CURTIS OSCAR BEST ACTOR NOMINATION PLAQUE
FOR THE DEFIANT ONES
A plaque presented to Tony Curtis by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences on the occasion of his 1958
nomination for Best Actor for The Defiant Ones (Curtleigh
Productions, 1958).  13 1/2 by 11 3/4 inches

$1,000 – 2,000

404 
ROGER MOORE TONY CURTIS SCRAPBOOK
A handmade scrapbook from Roger Moore, detailing Curtis’
trouble in the London press from April 1970.  The title reads
“Our Bernie Sneaks Quietly into London 26 April.”  14 by 9
3/8 inches

$200 – 300



409 
ROBERT DE NIRO AND ELIA KAZAN GIFTED THE LAST TYCOON
BUDDHA HEAD
A bronzed colored cast head on wood base gifted to Tony Curtis.
The plaque on the base is inscribed “The Last Tycoon”/ Tony Curtis/
Thank You From/ Elia Kazan - Robert De Niro/ January 1976.”
Base, 5 1/4 by 3 3/4 inches; height, 7 1/2 inches

$400 – 600
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408 
TONY CURTIS BOUND THE
LAST TYCOON SCRIPT
A leather bound copy of the
script and a partial shooting
schedule for The Last Tycoon
(Paramount Pictures, 1976).
The script is not annotated,
but there is original Tony
Curtis artwork and a black
and white Curtis photograph
bound into the copy. Tony
Curtis played the role of
Rodriguez in this motion
picture.  Together with two
“TC” monogrammed leather
script covers.

$600 – 800

410 
TONY CURTIS THE BOSTON STRANGLER LEATHER BOUND SCRIPT
A red leather bound copy of a script of The Boston Strangler
(20th Century Fox, 1968) belonging to Tony Curtis, marked
“Revised January 29, 1968.”

$600 – 800
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413 
THE GREAT RACE JACK LEMMON GIFTED ENGRAVED
PRESENTATION TROPHY CUP
A silverplated award cup presented to Tony Curtis by
Jack Lemmon upon completion of the motion picture The
Great Race (Warner Bros., 1965), engraved in one
reserve “It was a great race and -” and engraved in the
other reserve “I demand another one - Love Jack.” Filled
by Curtis with a variety of glass marbles.  Height, 10
1/2 inches

$400 – 600

412 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon in Some Like it Hot (United Artists, 1959), giclée
on canvas with handpainted embellishments. Signed “Tony Curtis” lower right. 

NOTE According to the Tony Curtis Estate, only 15 copies of this giclée were
produced.  24 by 18 inches

$1,000 – 2,000

587

411 
JACK LEMMON GIFTED RECTA 14K YELLOW
GOLD AND METAL HUNTING CASE
WRISTWATCH
Give by Jack Lemmon to Tony Curtis who
played "The Great Leslie" Gallant III in The
Great Race. The round cream-color dial with
black Arabic Chapters and subsidary
seconds dial, the front of the case
enagraved with intial "L" between two
crossed swords, the back of the case
bearing inscription, "Presented to Leslie
Gallant III by Leslie Gallant II given to him by
Leslie Gallant I", opening to reveal further
inscription, "To The Biggest Nut From a
Terrific Person, May 1962," with a 14k
yellow gold chain. 18 inches

$500 – 700
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414 
TONY CURTIS THE GREAT RACE
MEMORABILIA
Two post-production gifts: the first, a
ceramic mug dated 1965 and
personalized “Tony Curtis” in gilded
lettering; the second, an engraved
sterling silver lighter, inscribed on
the back with the names “Natalie
(Wood), Marty, Blake (Edwards),
Jack (Lemmon), and Tony (Curtis).”

$200 – 400

415 
THREE BOOKS WRITTEN BY TONY
CURTIS
Kid Andrew Cody and Julie
Sparrow, 1977; American Prince, A
Memoir, 2008, and Some Like it
Hot: Me Marilyn and the Movie,
2009.  Together with Some Like it
Hot: 50th Anniversary Companion,
by Laurence Maslon, 2009, and a
signed and inscribed copy of A Twist
of Lemmon, by Chris Lemmon,
2006.

$400 – 600

415

414
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417

416

416 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
Tony Curtis and Frank Sinatra, giclée on canvas,
covered in handpainted plastic. This is a unique
version of this giclée, of which only 15 total copies
were produced.   24 by 18 inches

$2,000 – 3,000

417 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS FRANK SINATRA ITEMS
Comprised of a bronze medal commemorating Frank
Sinatra’s premiere inaugural performance at Caesars
Palace dated November 1968; a money clip of the
10th Anniversary of the Frank Sinatra Celebrity Golf
Invitational inscribed “Tony Curtis”; a medallion for
the same event, dated 1998; and a Zippo lighter
inscribed “F.A.S./1915-1998” and “Matteo’s
12/12/98.”  Together with a silverplated golf tee
dish topped by a golfer on a golf ball finial.  Size
varies.

$800 – 1,000
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418 
BILLY WILDER GIFTED AND SIGNED POSTER
A poster advertising the 1989 sale of “The Billy
Wilder Collection” at Christie’s auction house.
Inscribed lower right “For Tony Curtis” and signed
“Billy Wilder 89.” 24 1/4 by 19 inches (sight); 33
1/2 by 27 3/4 inches, framed

$150 – 250

419 
GROUP OF FOUR LIGHTERS
Comprised of two sterling lighters marked “From
Tony Curtis,” one sterling engraved lighter marked
“Trifari,” and one metal lighter with an image of
Jerry Lewis in profile, marked “Jerry Lewis
Productions, Inc.”  each, 2 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches

$200 – 400

420 
KENNEDY-JOHNSON INAUGURAL STERLING
CIGARETTE BOX
Engraved on the lid with an invitation to attend the
January 1961 presidential inauguration.  Marked on
the bottom “Sterling by Poole.” 1 1/2 by 6 1/4 by 3
3/8 inches

$1,500 – 2,500
418

420419
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423

425

421 
SAM LEMKUIL SOME LIKE IT HOT CLOCK AND OTHER ITEMS
A wall clock featuring an image of Tony Curtis and Marilyn Monroe
from the set of Some Like it Hot (United Artists, 1959), signed on the
back and numbered 4/5, together with another Tony Curtis wall
clock and a reprinted facsimile of the French movie poster for Who
Was That Lady? (Columbia, 1960) starring Tony Curtis, Dean
Martin, and Janet Leigh.   Also included is a plaque reading
“Honorary Judge Tony Curtis.”  Poster, 16 1/2 by 12 5/8 inches

$200 – 400

422 
TWO MARILYN MONROE POSTERS
The first, a George Barris image in color.  The second, a Bert Stern
image in black and white with the inscription “VOGUE, September
1, 1962.”  Largest, 37 1/2 by 25 3/8 inches, framed

$100 – 200

423 
   COLLECTION OF BOOKS ABOUT MARILYN MONROE’S LIFE
Approximately 20 hard and soft cover books about Marilyn
Monroe’s films, homes, property, men, life, legend, and death.
Includes a copy of the catalogue from the 1999 Christie’s auction.
PROVENANCE From the collection of Jill Curtis  Size varies.

$600 – 800

424 
MARILYN MONROE 1999 CHRISTIE’S AUCTION CATALOGUE
“The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” hardcover catalogue
with dust jacket from the sale held at Christie’s, New York, on
October 27-28, 1999.  PROVENANCE From the collection of Jill
Curtis

$300 – 500

425
COLLECTION OF BOOKS ABOUT MARILYN MONROE

PHOTOGRAPHS
Approximately 16 hardcover coffee table books about

Marilyn Monroe photographs, photographers, and
archives.  PROVENANCE From the collection of Jill

Curtis  Size varies.

$400 – 600

422
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426 
TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1925-2010)
Tony Curtis and Marilyn Monroe on the set of Some Like it Hot (United Artists, 1959), giclée on canvas with handpainted
embellishments. Signed “Tony Curtis” lower left, numbered 8/250 on the verso. NOTE According to the Tony Curtis
Estate, only 15 copies of this giclée were produced.  24 by 18 inches

$1,000 – 2,000
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427 
TONY CURTIS SOME LIKE IT HOT YACHTSMAN’S JACKET
A double-breasted navy wool blazer with applied red
and gold crest patch on the breast pocket, gold tone
buttons, and insignia striping with a trefoil on the
sleeve cuffs.  Worn by Tony Curtis in his role as Joe
in the famous shipboard kissing scene with Marilyn
Monroe in Some Like it Hot (United Artists, 1959).
No labels or size tag present.

$10,000 – 15,000
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428
TONY CURTIS AND LAURENCE OLIVIER LETTERS
A typed letter from Tony Curtis to Laurence Olivier regarding an article
on Olivier in LIFE Magazine and reminiscing about their work together
in Spartacus.  Together with a typed letter from Laurence Olivier in
response to Tony Curtis. Signed "Larry O" in ink.  Both dated 1964.

$200 – 400

431
GARY COOPER LETTER TO TONY CURTIS
A typed letter regarding Cooper's vacation in Sun
Valley and thanking Curtis. Signed "Gary" in ink,
dated 1961.

$200 – 400

430
CARY GRANT LETTER TO TONY CURTIS
A typed letter to "Mr. Bernard Curtis." Signed
"Archie Grant" in ink, dated 1963.

$200 – 400

429
TONY CURTIS SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
A black and white publicity photograph signed "My Best/
Tony Curtis" in ink.  10 by 8 inches

$200 – 400
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432
JERRY LEWIS LETTER AND SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
A typed thank you letter from Jerry Lewis to Tony Curtis. Signed "Jerry" in red pencil,
dated 1965. Together with a vintage black and white photograph signed "To Tony-/ a
future Start with a great future-/ love/ Patti and Jerry" in ink.  Photograph, 10 by 8
inches

$200 – 400

433
WALTER MATTHAU LETTER TO TONY CURTIS
A typed letter praising Curtis for his work in
The Boston Strangler.  Signed "Walter" in ink,
dated 1969.

$200 – 400

434
BILLY WILDER LETTER TO TONY CURTIS
A typed letter congratulating Curtis on a
recent publication.  Signed "B.W." in
green ink, dated 1993.

$200 – 400

435
KIRK DOUGLAS LETTER TO TONY CURTIS
A typed letter wishing Curtis a Happy
Chanukah and Happy New Year.  Signed
"Kirk" in ink, dated 2004. 

$200 – 400

436
BLAKE EDWARDS LETTER TO TONY CURTIS
A typed letter to Curtis. Signed "Blake" in ink,
dated 1963.

$200 – 400
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437
NATALIE WOOD HANDWRITTEN NOTE TO TONY CURTIS
A handwritten letter on a personalized notecard thanking
Curtis for flowers and expressing her excitement in
working with Curtis again.  Signed "Love, Natalie."

$200 – 400

438
TONY CURTIS SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
A black and white publicity photograph signed "Tony
Curtis" in ink.  10 by 8 inches

$200 – 400

439
GROUP OF JACK WARNER LETTERS TO TONY CURTIS
Comprised of five typed letters and one telegram from
Jack Warner to Tony Curtis, dated between1963 and
1970.  Each letter is signed in ink. Two letters are in
regards to the movies Sex and the Single Girl and The
Great Race.  Three letters and the telegram relate to
political interests.

$200 – 400

440
BURT LANCASTER LETTERS TO TONY CURTIS
Two typed letters. Both signed in ink and dated 1983.  

$200 – 400

437

438

439

440
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441

444

445

443

446

441
TONY CURTIS SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
A black and white publicity photograph
signed "My Best Wishes/ Tony Curtis" in
ink.  10 by 8 inches

$200 – 400

442 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS MEMORABILIA
ITEMS
Comprised of a Tony Curtis coin purse, a
“Then and Now” colorized postcard, a
name tag from the MGM Grand inscribed
“Bernie, Bronx, NY,” a luggage tag with
Curtis’ Beverly Hills address and an
applied newspaper photograph, and a
leather keychain engraved “TC.”

$300 – 500

443 
HEAR, THE VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD
MAGAZINE
Volume 1, Number 1, August 1956.  The
first issue of Hear magazine, featuring
“Hi, Fans! by Tony Curtis,” a playable 78
rpm perforated disc record on the cover
of the magazine.  Also included is a hand
signed typewritten letter from the director
of the Tony Curtis Fan Club introducing
“the world’s first talking magazine, Hear,
The Voice of Hollywood.”

$200 – 300

444 
TWO TONY CURTIS MEMORABILIA ITEMS
A plaid case filled with Tony Curtis’
calling cards and a luggage tag with
Curtis’ Beverly Hills address.

$300 – 500

445
MARILYN MONROE TEST PHOTO FOR
ASPHALT JUNGLE
A later copy of a photograph taken by
Hal Rosson in 1950 for The Asphalt
Jungle. Inscribed in ink on the protective
folder "Test photo of M.M. by Hal Rosson
for 'Asphalt Jungle.' John Huston Prod."
Photograph, 10 by 8 inches

$200 – 400

446
JAYNE MANSFIELD HOLIDAY CARD
With a picture of Mansfield and her
children on the front and a handwritten
note and signature in pink ink inside.

$200 – 400

442
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447 
TONY CURTIS SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
A vintage black and white publicity photograph for
The Prince Who Was a Thief (Universal Pictures,
1951). Inscribed in Hungarian and signed "Anthony
(sp) Curtis." 

$200 – 400

448
PABLO PICASSO SIGNED POST CARD TO TONY CURTIS
A postcard with a reproduction of a Picasso painting
addressed to Tony Curtis. Signed and dated "Picasso
23.1.64."  Together with a typewritten letter from
Curtis to the artist regarding a painting Curtis owned,
dated 1964.

$300 – 500

449
JEAN DUBUFFET AND ANDRE MASSON LETTERS TO
TONY CURTIS
One typed letter from Tony Curtis to Jean Dubuffet
regarding a painting by the artist Curtis had
purchased, dated 1963, and two handwritten and
signed letters from Dubuffet to Curtis, dated 1963 and
1964. Together with a group of correspondence
between Curtis and Andre Masson, comprised of three
typed letters from Curtis to the artist and three
handwritten and signed letters from Masson, all dated
1963-1964.  Letters from Dubuffet and Masson are in
French.

$200 – 400

448447

449
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450

452

453

451

450
EDWARD M. KENNEDY LETTERS TO TONY CURTIS
Two typed notes to Tony Curtis.  Each is signed in ink,
dated 1964 and 1969. Together with an invitation to
a dinner for Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kennedy.  

$200 – 400

451
GROUP OF TED KENNEDY AND TONY CURTIS
CORRESPONDENCE
Comprised of one telegram from Kennedy inviting
Curtis to a dinner and one typed letter from Curtis
regretting he could not attend, both dated 1969.
Together with a copy of a note congratulating
Kennedy on his reelection and a copy of a note to
Robert Kennedy on the same sheet, dated 1964.

$200 – 400

452
GROUP OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY AND TONY CURTIS
CORRESPONDENCE
Comprised of one typed and signed letter from
Kennedy to Curtis thanking him for his support, one
letter to Kennedy from Curtis addressing personal
matters and a trip to Hungary, and two dinner
invitations. Together with a letter from Ethel Kennedy
to Curtis, a letter of response to Ethel, and copies of
correspondence from Robert Kennedy's campaign
office requesting Curtis' support.  Dated 1962 -
1968.

$200 – 400

453
GROUP OF JOSEPH KENNEDY AND TONY CURTIS
LETTERS
Comprised of eight typed letters to Ambassador
Joseph Kennedy from Curtis discussing personal
issues including his marriage and children and his
career and movies.  Together with one typed and
signed letter from Kennedy to Curtis, a small Easter
card and a small thank you card.  Dated 1961-
1968. 

$200 – 400
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454
GROUP OF JOHN F. KENNEDY INAUGURAL ITEMS AND
EPHEMERA
Comprised of an invitation to the ceremonies attending the
Inauguration of the President and Vice President John F.
Kennedy and Lyndon Baines Johnson, a ticket to the
Inaugural Ball, and an Inauguration Ceremonies Program.
Together with a small card from The White House
expressing appreciation for participating in the
Inauguration Gala.

$300 – 500

455
GROUP OF CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO JOHN F.
KENNEDY AND JACQUELINE KENNEDY
Comprised of a typed letter from Tony Curtis to President
Kennedy inviting him to visit a set at Universal Studios, two
letters to Curtis from a secretary and assistant on behalf of
the President, a letter from Curtis to Jacqueline Kennedy
inviting her to dinner, and a letter to Curtis from a
secretary on behalf of Mrs. Kennedy. Letters dated 1961-
1968. Together with a sheet of copies of wires sent from
Curtis to members of the Kennedy family and friends
expressing his sympathies, dated November 26, 1963,
and a copy of a poem written by David Levitt in memory
of President Kennedy.

$300 – 500

456 
TWO BILL CLINTON BIRTHDAY LETTERS TO TONY CURTIS
The first, dated June 2, 1995, honoring Tony Curtis’ 70th
birthday; the second, dated June 5,1996.  Both on White
House stationery with an embossed presidential seal,
signed “Bill Clinton” in black ink and framed.

$300 – 500

457 
TWO FRAMED PERSONAL LETTERS FROM GOVERNOR
ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER TO TONY CURTIS
The first from 2007, making plans to catch up, signed
“Arnold.”  The second, from 2008, thanking Tony Curtis
for a copy of his biography, American Prince, A Memoir,
signed “Arnold & Maria.”

$200 – 400

454

455

456

457
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460

459

458

458 
TONY CURTIS “PLAYBOY” PLAQUE AND AWARD
FROM “THE MAGIC CASTLE”
A plaque presented to Tony Curtis from the “Lifetime
Playboy Club,” signed by Hugh Hefner, and an
award from The Magic Castle presented to Curtis as
“American Prince/ Lifetime Achievement/ Movie-
Magic Master,” dated January 17, 2009. Plaque,
14 by 17 inches; Award height, 9 1/2 inches

$200 – 400

459
TWO HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PLAYBOY BOOKS
The Bedside Playboy, 1963, and The Playboy Book,
1994, both inscribed to Tony Curtis.  Size varies.

$300 – 500

460 
TWO BOOKS ON MAGIC
Greater Magic, by John Hilliard, 1947, with an
inscription: “To Tony and Janet” from “George and
Janet Boston, dated 1952, together with An
Encyclopedia of Amateur and Professional Magic for
Home and Stage, edited by Max Stein, 1941.

$150 – 250
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461 
THREE BOOKS ABOUT MALE MOVIE STARS
Stars in Blue, by Wise and Rehill, signed by the
authors; The Swashbucklers, by Parish and Stanke;
and Hollywood Hunks and Dreamboats, by Maria
Ciaccia.

$150 – 250

462 
HENRY MILLER INSCRIBED COPY OF THE WORLD OF
SEX
Number 47 in the Traveller’s Companion Series
published by Olympia Press, 1957.  Inscribed to
Tony Curtis “Another Xmas another headache! Make
the next one a Kosher one! Vive Tony, Vive
Christine!/ Henry Miller 12/22/63.”

$400 – 600

461

462
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464 
FOUR TONY CURTIS ACTING ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
The first, a Distinguished Hollywood Film Artist Award from the St. Louis International Film Festival, 1997. The second, a Lifetime
Achievement in Film, Stage, and Television from The CAST, Inc., 2005. The third, a Desert Palm Achievement Award from the Palm Springs
International Film Festival, 1995. The fourth, a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Sedona International Film Festival, 2009. Largest,
height, 16 1/2 inches

$400 – 600

463 
THREE COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS
The first, a silver Eleanor Roosevelt
Humanities Award medal presented
to Tony Curtis for  service and
support to Israel, dated 1969,
inscribed on the verso.  The second,
a bronze George Washington
award presented to Tony Curtis by
the American Hungarian
Foundation in 1991, inscribed on
the verso.  The third, a bronze JFK
inauguration commemorative
medallion.

$300 – 500
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466 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS LAS VEGAS AWARDS
Comprised of a Proclamation by the Governor declaring October 20, 2001, a day in honor of Tony Curtis, signed by the governor; a
Lifetime Achievement in the Visual and Performing Arts award from The College of Fine Arts at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 2005;
a Vegas Dozen award, “The Men We Love & Why We Love Them,” 2007; and an Artist Lifetime Achievement award from “Artexpo,”
2007.  Largest, 15 by 12 inches

$400 – 600

465 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
The first, for Outstanding Achievement in the Art of Film from the Denver Film Society, 1996.  The second, a Lifetime Achievement Award in
Visual and Performing Arts from the City of St. Louis, 1997.  The third, a Man of the Year award from “Friends of Acapulco,” 1999.  The
fourth, given in gratitude from the ESCAPE Family Resource Center, Houston, Texas, 2005. Size varies.

$400 – 600
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467 
TONY CURTIS “ITSTONY” LICENSE PLATE
A Nevada state license plate with a 2003 registration sticker.
6 1/8 by 12 inches

$200 – 300

468
TONY CURTIS “TC 1” LICENSE PLATE
A Nevada state license plate.  6 1/8 by 12 inches

$150 – 250

469 
TONY CURTIS “ITS TC1” LICENSE PLATE
A California state rear license plate with a 1986 registration sticker.
6 1/8 by 12 inches

$200 – 300
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470 
TONY CURTIS 1982 CALIFORNIA DRIVER LICENSE
Issued to Anthony Curtis listing a Beverly Hills address, expiring on
June 3, 1985, signed “Anthony Curtis.”

$300 – 500

472 
TONY CURTIS 1993 CALIFORNIA DRIVER LICENSE
Issued to Anthony Curtis listing a Beverly Hills post office box
address, expiring March 6, 1997, signed “Tony Curtis.”

$300 – 500

471 
TONY CURTIS 1990 CALIFORNIA DRIVER LICENSE
Issued to Anthony Curtis listing a Beverly Hills post office box
address, expiring March 6, 1993, signed “Anthony Curtis.”

$300 – 500
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474

473
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475

473 
GROUP OF TONY CURTIS
ACADEMY MEMBERSHIP CARDS
Comprised of nine membership
cards to the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, four
membership cards to the
Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, and two membership
cards to the American
Federation of Television and
Radio Artists.

$800 – 1,200

474 
TONY CURTIS SCREEN ACTORS
GUILD CARDS
Twelve of Tony Curtis’
membership cards to the Screen
Actors Guild. Curtis was a
member since 1948.

$800 – 1,200

475 
TONY CURTIS REPUBLICAN
NATIONAL COMMITTEE CARDS
Five membership cards to the
Republican National Committee,
including one “Life Membership”
card.

$300 – 500

476 
FIVE TONY CURTIS MEMBERSHIP
AND REWARDS CARDS
Comprised of a UWLA School
of Law Alumni Association Life
Member card, a Wynn Las
Vegas card, an MGM Grand
Air Plus Program card, a
privilege card to The Peninsula
Group, and a card for
Wolfgang Puck’s Cili at the Bali
Hai Golf Club in Las Vegas.

$300 – 500

476
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477 
TONY CURTIS GIFTED EVERLAST
ROBE AND BOXING GLOVE
A blue robe gifted to Tony Curtis
by the President of Luxor Las
Vegas for his birthday.
Embroidered “Tony Curtis” on
the front and “The Combackkid”
on the back. Together with a
large gold boxing glove marked
“Tony,/ Happy 82nd!/ Hope it’s
a Knockout!/ June 2007” and
signed by friends.

$300 – 500
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478 
HEREND TONY CURTIS PORTRAIT VASE
A Baroque style “harmonica” vase, according to the Herend website: “...manufactured at Herend since the 1840s. This ornamental piece
took master painter István Lázár several weeks to complete. In order to obtain the best likeness of the famous face, the piece of porcelain
had to be fired three times at 800 degrees, as the colors change shades with every firing. This is a unique vase which will not be available
in the shops.”  This one-of-a-kind vase was presented to Tony Curtis on the occasion of his 80th birthday at the MGM hotel in Las Vegas.
Marked on base, “6612-0-00/ T. Curtis/ F.F./ Lazar Istvan/ From your Hungarian Friends.” In a fitted box. 10 3/4 by 8 by 4 inches.

$3,000 – 5,000
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479 
VARIOUS WORLD RESERVE MONETARY
EXCHANGE SETS
Comprised of 20 Silver Certificate sets,
each in a leather wallet with two one
dollar bills (the Silver Certificate sets
are compiled from out of circulation
bills with a blue seal, marked that way
because they were redeemable for
silver from the United States Treasury);
20 Star Note sets, each in a leather
wallet with one dollar bill (the Star
Note denotes an imperfect bill which
has a star in place of the letter,
preventing a reissue of the same
numbering sequence); a 2009 Lincoln
Memorial Treasury Set (an uncut sheet
of four Five Dollar bills, four 2009
memorial cents, two Blue seal, one
Green seal, one Red seal five dollar
bills, two sets of Lincoln stamps, two
Lincoln wheat cents, three 1943 steel
Lincoln cents, two Lincoln Memorial
cents, two Lincoln shell case cents, and
five generations of the San Francisco
Mint Lincoln cents).

$150 – 250

480
VARIOUS WORLD RESERVE MONETARY
EXCHANGE COIN SETS
Comprised of 10 state quarters sets
(five per set), dated 1999-2008; a set
of 18 Sacagawea “gold” dollar coins;
a 2007 set of never circulated coins
from the Philadelphia mint and a 2007
set from the Denver mint (each 5
quarters, gold Sacagawea dollar,
Kennedy 50 cent piece, dime, nickel,
penny); five sets of 2007 gold
presidential dollars (four coins per set);
23 sets of Kennedy 50 cent pieces in
rolls of 20 coins each; 14 sets of gold
Presidential dollar coins (in sets of 12);
and 12 presidential gold dollar coins
attached to cards.

$400 – 600

481 
HOLLYWOOD LEGENDS
COLLECTION OF INGOTS
The Hollywood Legends Collection, a
set of twenty-five .999 silver ingots
plated in 24 karat gold, by the
Hallmark Group Limited, based on a
series of stamps produced by the
United States Postal Service. Edition
number 300/17500.  Presented in a
fitted case, together with a booklet
containing a certificate of authenticity.
Case, 2 3/4 by 13 1/4 by 10 inches

$400 – 600 481



482 TONY CURTIS 1999 30TH ANIVERSARY EDITION PONTIAC FIREBIRD TRANS AM CONVERTIBLE
Tony Curtis had a wildly successful career covering six decades and over 100 movie roles. Off screen, Curtis was a passionate car
aficionado. Offered here is his 1999 Pontiac Firebird Trans Am Convertible 30th Anniversary Edition. The car is equipped with a 5.7 Liter V-
8 engine, 4-speed automatic transmission, rear wheel drive with limited slip differential, four wheel disc brakes and next generation air
bags. Factory options include Ram Air handling package with induction system and air scoops, dual exhaust, remote entry, remote 12-disc
changer with premium sound system. The 30th Anniversary package also includes 17" aluminum wheels, exterior striping and badging,
white Prado leather interior with embroidery, and custom bucket seats with adjustable lumbar support.       

MILEAGE: 26,000 miles   

VIN: 2G2FV32G7X2220031

$8,000-10,000
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Tony and Jill Curtis founded Shiloh Horse Rescue to rescue abused, neglected, unwanted
and slaughter-bound horses. At any given time, there are approximately 150 horses 
living at their 40 acre sanctuary.

Horses are rescued from slaughter auctions and are brought to Shiloh Ranch for 
rehabilitation.

Many are adopted out to new homes while some live out their days in the peaceful 
pastures of Shiloh Ranch.

Shiloh is a Federally Recognized 501(c)(3) Non- Profit.

Shiloh Ranch is located just outside of Las Vegas. Please visit the website to found out
how you can help.

www.shilohhorserescue.com
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Please check ONE of the following: ® I will be attending the live auction.
® I  will be placing absentee bids with Julien’s prior to the auction.
® I will be phone bidding.

Online Bidding: Register at www.julienslive.com to leave a proxy bid prior to the auction or bid online during the auction.
Please print legibly. Please note: Property cannot be shipped to post office boxes.

Name: ___________________________________________________  Company: ___________________________________________________

Tax ID number & related state (if applicable): _______________________________________________________________________________
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Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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® Check here if different billing address
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® American Express              Expiration Date: ___________________________ Security Code: ________________

Billing Address (if different than above):

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City: _________________________________________________________ State: ___________________________ ZIP: ____________________
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Bidder Registration Form continued

 
Registration: Bidder registration is required for all persons wishing to bid live and online for Julien's Auctions.  Any person registering for the auction in person or online must complete and sign this
Bidder Registration Form and agree to the Terms and Conditions of the sale as posted on www.juliensauctions.com and printed in the auction catalogue for the Auction, which Terms and Conditions
are incorporated herein by reference.  It is the Bidder’s responsibility and obligation to read such Terms and Conditions and, by completing and signing this Bidder Registration Form, the Bidder agrees
to be bound thereby.

Reserve Auction: This is a reserve auction.  All items are offered subject to a reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price acceptable to the Consignor.  Bidders will not be told the reserve
amount and will not receive a warning or notice should their bid(s) fail to meet the reserve amount.  Julien's reserves the right to withdraw any property before the completion of the sale and will have
no liability for doing so.  Julien’s reserves the right to accept or decline any bid.  No bid may be accepted until the start of the auction on the auction dates, as set forth herein.  Only the auctioneer may
accept the bid and complete the sale during the auction.

Arbitration: Any claim or controversy arising out of or relating to the Auction, the Bidder Registration Form or any breach thereof between the registered   bidder and Julien’s shall be submitted to
arbitration in Los Angeles County, California before an arbitrator from the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services, Inc. (“JAMS”) and conducted under its Comprehensive Arbitration Rules, as the
exclusive remedy for such claim or controversy.  Both parties further agree that the arbitration shall be conducted before a single JAMS arbitrator who is a retired California or federal judge or justice.
By agreeing to arbitrate, the parties waive any right they have to a court or jury trial.  The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding.  The parties further agree that, upon application of the prevailing
party, any Judge of the Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of Los Angeles, may enter a judgment based on the final arbitration award issued by the JAMS arbitrator, and the parties
expressly agree to submit to the jurisdiction of this Court for such a purpose.  The prevailing party shall be entitled to recover the party’s attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in connection with the arbitration.
By initialing below, the parties represent and warrant that they understand the terms of this Arbitration provision and agreed to be bound thereby.

Julien’s ___________________ Bidder ___________________

Payments: Julien's Auctions will invoice only for the property (including buyer's premium and any applicable sales tax). Payments for winning lots should be made to Julien's Auctions, PO Box 691789,
W. Hollywood, CA 90069. We accept wire transfer, cashiers check or personal check, American Express, MasterCard and Visa. Auction items picked up in California and California and New York
residents will be charged sales tax.

Property pick up: Purchased property can be picked up on Sunday, September 18, 2011 before noon at our Beverly Hills Gallery. Appointment necessary for pickup any date after September 18.  Local
pick up after that date available by appointment at our Beverly Hills Gallery.

Shipping: If the buyer wants to pick-up in Beverly Hills the buyer agrees to set an appointment directly with RBG during the dates of the auction so that the property can be pulled and set aside. Not
doing so may delay your pick-up for up to 7 days. All shipping has been contracted by Rockin Boxes Global, Inc. and is to be called “RBG” hereafter. These are the following steps to process your paid
invoice efficiently. Procedure: Please allow seven working days after the auction to inventory all auction property. Invoice must be paid in full before you receive a shipping quote. Please allow two to
four weeks after we receive proof of payment from Julien’s for a shipping quote. After we receive proof of payment, please allow two to twelve weeks for delivery of your property depending of the
destination and mode of transport. For an additional fee, expedited services can be arranged. Payment: All property must be shipped at the winning bidder’s expense. If you have not received contact
from us within one day after paying your Julien’s invoice, please contact RBG at (877)420-0212 or email info@rockinboxesglobal.com to coordinate a shipping quote. Buyer agrees that Julien’s will not
be responsible for shipping of the property after the auction. The buyer will contact RBG with all shipping questions. All property is shipped by RBG from Santa Clarita, CA. RBG will not ship USPS.
RBG will not send property to P.O. Boxes. All shipments are sent Signature required. RBG will not use your personal shipping accounts, but you may use a call tag for domestic shipments. RBG is not
responsible for returned shipments. International Shipments: RBG will not falsify/claim a lower value on custom’s documents to avoid lower custom’s fees. The buyer is responsible for all fees including
duties, taxes, VAT, customs, and other unforeseen charges. RBG is not responsible if there is any delay in customs.  Deliveries: Within 15 miles, RBG will charge $55.00/hour/man delivery and
$90.00/hour/two men. There is a three hour minimum. Deliveries are by appointment only and coordinated by RBG. There is no insurance for local deliveries.  Pickup/Storage: Up to thirty days after the
closing of the auction you may pick up your property at RBG in Santa Clarita, CA free of charge (By appointment only).  If RBG is not contacted after thirty days of the auction close, pick up fees will
be $45.00 for up to three lots and $10.00 for each additional lot. These fees also apply to property shipped by RBG. After thirty days of the auction close, RBG will send a notice to Julien’s Auctions.
After forty five days, there will be notice sent to the property owner.  After sixty days, an eight dollar/day/lot fee will be assessed by RBG to cover storage and insurance. After ninety days of no contact,
you will lose possession of your property and it will belong to RBG. By participating in any Julien’s Auctions, you must agree and adhere to all the above Terms and Conditions.

Acknowledgement: I hereby request approval for this registration to bid in this auction sale with Julien’s Auctions (the Auctioneer).  I acknowledge that I have read, understood and agreed to the Terms
and Conditions of the sale as posted on www.juliensauctions.com and printed in the auction catalogue, applicable to the auction sale for which I now register and request the Auctioneer to approve
such registration as an authorized participant as a Floor Bidder (Bidder at live event), Absentee Bidder (Bidder by phone, mail, fax, or online) or Online Bidder. I acknowledge and agree that a 20% Buyer’s
Premium will be added to the hammer price on individual lots $50,000 and higher, and a 25% Buyer’s Premium on all individual lots of $0 - $49,999 for which I am the successful bidder.  In addition,
there will be an additional 3% buyer’s premium charged for any lots won on online. I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the hammer price and the Buyer’s
Premium for such lot(s).  All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.  I authorize Julien’s Auctions to charge my credit card listed on page 1 for all items purchased
(including shipping) at this auction, and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in, if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.  By signing below I confirm
that I have read and agree with all the facts stated in this Acknowledgement and verify all information on page one is correct.  

Signature:________________________________________________  Date:_______________________________________________

Print Name:___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Company (if applicable):____________________________________ Title:_______________________________________________

Representations, Warranties and Personal Guarantee: I hereby represent and warrant that I am authorized by the above named Company, Person or Entity, as the case may be (the “Customer”), to
place bids and to contract on behalf of the Customer for the purchase of the lots in this auction sale and to receive any such lots on behalf of the Customer.  I hereby irrevocably and unconditionally
personally guarantee and promise to pay Julien’s Auctions on demand the full purchase amount and expressly waive protest, presentment, diligence, demand or notice of any kind.  I understand that
Julien’s Auctions will rely upon these representations, warranties and guarantee in registering me to bid and/or extending me credit or other consideration in connection with this auction sale.

Signature:________________________________________________  Date:_______________________________________________
Signature required. Do not put title.

Please fax completed forms to (310) 742-0155
Forms must be received by 12:00 p.m. (Noon)

on the day prior to the auction day in order to be guaranteed.

Julien’s Auctions • 9665 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 150, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

phone: (310) 836-1818 • fax: (310) 742-0155 • email: info@juliensauctions.com
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REGISTRATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Julien's Auctions guarantees the authenticity of Attribution of
property listed in the catalogue or online as stated in the
Terms of Guarantee. Except for the Limited Warranty con-
tained in the terms of guarantee all property is sold “As Is”.
We make no warranties, nor does the consignor, as to the
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, the cor-
rectness of the catalogue or other description of the physical
condition, size, quality, rarity, importance, medium, prove-
nance, exhibitions, literature or historical relevance of any
property. No oral or written statements made in the cata-
logue, online listing, advertisement, bill of sale, and an-
nouncement or elsewhere made by employees (including
affiliated and related companies) shall be considered a war-
ranty. We and the Consignor make no representations and
warranties, express or implied, as to whether the purchaser
acquires any copyrights, including but not limited to, any re-
production rights of any property. We and the Consignor are
not responsible for errors and omissions in the catalogue, on-
line listings or any other supplemental material.

It is the responsibility of prospective bidders of live auctions
to inspect the property before bidding to determine its con-
dition, size, and to determine if it has been repaired or re-
stored.

A buyer's premium will be added to the successful bid price
and is payable by the purchaser as part of the total purchase
price. I acknowledge and agree that a 20% Buyer's Pre-
mium will be added to the hammer price on individual lots
$50,000 and higher, and a 25% Buyer's Premium on all in-
dividual lots of $0 - $49,999 which I am the successful bid-
der. In addition, there will be an additional 3% buyer's
premium charged for any lots won online. This is regardless
of affiliation with any group or organization. I further ac-
knowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien's Auctions the
aggregate of the hammer price and the Buyer's Premium,
plus sales tax if applicable, for such lot(s). All invoices must
be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auc-
tion. I authorize Julien's Auctions to charge my credit card
provided at registration for all items purchased at this auc-
tion, and any future Julien's Auctions I may participate in, if
not paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the
auction.

Payments: Checks should be made to payable to Julien's
Auctions, PO Box 691789, W. Hollywood, CA 90069.  Julien's
Auctions will invoice only for the property (including buyer's
premium and any applicable sales tax).  We accept wire
transfer, cashiers check or personal check, American Ex-
press, MasterCard and Visa. Auction items picked up in Cal-
ifornia and all California and New York residents will be
charged sales tax. 

Shipping: Buyer pays all shipping costs. Rockin Boxes ac-
cepts Visa, Mastercard and Check. All property will be
shipped by RGB out of Santa Clarita, California, United
States. Please allow 2-4 weeks for a shipping quote after re-
ceipt of your proof of payment from Julien's for your lot(s),
and 2-12 weeks from receipt of payment for delivery of
each lot dependent on the destination and mode of shipment.
Rockin Boxes will not ship USPS. There will be no excep-
tions. Timescales and charges can be discussed with Rockin
Boxes prior to the sale. The buyer is responsible for all fees
including duties, taxes, VAT, customs and other charges for
lots shipped. All property must be shipped at the winning bid-
der's expense. After the buyer has paid for their item(s)
through Julien's, they must contact Rockin Boxes at 818-
994-0052 or Email:  info@rockinboxesglobal.com to pay and
coordinate shipping. Paid items may be picked up in Los An-
geles after the auction at Rockin Boxes by contacting a
Rockin Boxes associate at the above phone number and/or
email to coordinate. Pickup fees will be $45.00 for up to three
lots, $10.00 for each additional lot. After 12 weeks, a $8.00
per day fee PER LOT will be assessed by Rockin Boxes to
cover storage and Insurance for items not picked up. This fee
also applies to items that will be shipped by Rockin Boxes.
On all local deliveries (within 15 miles) Rockin Boxes will
charge $55.00 per hour (for one man delivery) $90.00 per
hour (for two man delivery) with a 2 hour minimum per job, to
be coordinated with Rockin Boxes. There is no insurance
available for local deliveries. The buyer agrees that Julien's
Auctions will not be responsible for shipping of the property
after the auction and they will deal directly with Rockin Boxes
in Los Angeles.

Bids will not be accepted from those persons under the age
of eighteen (18) without written consent of said persons par-
ent or legal guardian. Written consent must acknowledge the
terms and conditions of sale. This written consent constitutes
an agreement to be bound thereby on behalf of the bidder.

Bidder registration is required for all persons wishing to bid
live and online for Julien's Auctions. Any person registering
for the auction in person or online will complete a registration
or bid sheet.

All items are offered subject to a reserve. The reserve is the
confidential minimum price acceptable to the Consignor. Dur-
ing a live auction the auctioneer may open any lot by bidding
on behalf of the Consignor and may bid up to the amount of
the reserve, by placing successive or consecutive bids for a
lot or bids in response to other bidders. Online sales may do
the same by employing the use of a starting bid which will
commence bidding at or below the reserve price agreed to by
the Consignor.

Julien's reserves the right to withdraw any property before
the completion of the sale and will have no liability for doing
so.

We reserve the right to accept or decline any bid. Bids must
be for an entire lot and each lot constitutes a separate sale.
All bids are per lot unless otherwise announced at a live sale
by the auctioneer. Live auction lots will be sold in their num-
bered sequence unless the Auctioneer directs otherwise. It is
unlawful and illegal for Bidders to collude, pool, or agree with
another Bidder to pay less than the fair value for lot(s). Bid-
ders participating in both live and online auctions acknowl-
edge that the law provides for substantial penalties in the
form of treble damages and attorneys' fees and costs for
those who violate these provisions. For live auctions the auc-
tioneer will have final discretion in the event that any dispute
should arise between bidders. The auctioneer will determine
the successful bidder, cancel the sale, or re-offer and resell
the lot or lots in dispute. Julien's will have final discretion to
resolve any disputes arising after the sale and in online auc-
tions. If any dispute arises our sale record is conclusive.
Julien's will execute order or absentee bids, and accept tele-
phone bids as a courtesy to clients who are unable to attend
the live auctions. Therefore we take no responsibility for any
errors or omissions in connection with this service.

Subject to fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein,
on the fall of the auctioneer's hammer, title to the offered lot
will pass to the highest bidder acknowledged by the auc-
tioneer, and such bidder thereupon (a) assumes full risk and
responsibility (including without limitation, liability for or dam-
age to frames or glass covering prints, paintings, photos, or
other works), and (b) will immediately pay the full purchase
price or such part as we may require. In addition to other
remedies available to us by law, we reserve the right to im-
pose from the date of sale a late charge of 1 ½% per month
of the total purchase price if payment is not made in accor-
dance with the conditions set forth herein. All property must
be removed from either our premises by the purchaser at his
expense not later than 10 business days following its sale and
if it is not so removed, (i) a handling charge of 1% of the total
purchase price per month from the tenth day after the sale
until its removal will be payable to us by the purchaser, with
a minimum of 5% of the total purchase price for any prop-
erty not so removed within 60 days after the sale, and (ii) we
may send the purchased property to a public warehouse for
the account, at the risk and expense of the purchaser.

If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with the
purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all other
remedies available to us and the Consignor by law, includ-
ing, without limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for
the total purchase price, including all fees, charges and ex-
penses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option, may (a)
cancel the sale of that, or any other lots sold to the default-
ing purchaser at the same or any other auction, retaining as
liquidated damages all payments made by the purchaser, or
(b) resell the purchased property, whether at public auction or
by private sale, or (c) effect any combination thereof. In any
case, the purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any and
all costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses of both
sales, our commissions on both sales at our regular rates,
legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental dam-
ages. We may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of
sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the purchaser
from us or any affiliated company, or any payment made by
the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, where or not in-
tended to reduce the purchaser's obligations with respect to
the unpaid lot or lots, to the deficiency and any other
amounts due to us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a
defaulting purchaser will be deemed to have granted and as-
signed to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing se-
curity interest of first priority in any property or money of our
owing to such purchaser in our possession or in the posses-
sion of any of our affiliated companies, and we may retain

and apply such property or money as collateral security for
the obligations due to us or to any affiliated company of ours.
Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until
we have collected good funds. In the event the purchaser
fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price for any lot and
Julien's elects to pay the Consignor any portion of the sale
proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that Julien's shall
have all of the rights of the Consignor to pursue the purchaser
for any amounts paid to the Consignor, whether at law, in eq-
uity, or under these Conditions of Sale.

Under no circumstance will Julien's incur liability to a pur-
chaser in excess of the purchase price actually paid.

The terms and conditions of sale herein described shall be
enforced in accordance with, and governed by the laws of
the State of California. 

Any claim or controversy arising out of or relating to the Auc-
tion, the Bidder Registration Form or any breach thereof be-
tween the registered bidder and Julien’s shall be submitted to
arbitration in Los Angeles County, California before an arbi-
trator from the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services,
Inc. (“JAMS”) and conducted under its Comprehensive Arbi-
tration Rules, as the exclusive remedy for such claim or con-
troversy.  Both parties further agree that the arbitration shall
be conducted before a single JAMS arbitrator who is a re-
tired California or federal judge or justice.  By agreeing to ar-
bitrate, the parties waive any right they have to a court or jury
trial.  The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding.
The parties further agree that, upon application of the pre-
vailing party, any Judge of the Superior Court of the State of
California, for the County of Los Angeles, may enter a judg-
ment based on the final arbitration award issued by the JAMS
arbitrator, and the parties expressly agree to submit to the ju-
risdiction of this Court for such a purpose.  The prevailing
party shall be entitled to recover the party’s attorneys’ fees
and costs incurred in connection with the arbitration.  

TERMS OF GUARANTEE
“Attribution” is defined by Julien's as the creator, period, cul-
ture, source of origin, as the case may be as set forth in the
Bold Type Heading of a lot in a live auction catalogue or the
lot Title of an online auction, as amended by any oral or writ-
ten salesroom notices and announcements or online notices
and announcements. We make no warranties to information
not contained in an online lot heading or information not con-
tained in the Bold Type Heading of any live auction catalogue
subject to the exclusions listed below.

Julien's warrants the “Attribution”, as defined above and sub-
ject to the exclusions listed below, of a lot for a period of five
years from the date of sale and only to the original purchaser
on record at the auction. If it is determined to our satisfaction
that the “Attribution” is incorrect, the sale will be rescinded if
the lot is returned to the Julien's Auctions warehouse facility
in the same condition in which it was at the time of sale. In
order to satisfy Julien's that the “Attribution” of a lot is indeed
incorrect we reserve the right to require the purchaser to ob-
tain, at the purchaser's expense, the opinion of two experts
in the field, mutually acceptable to Julien's and the purchaser,
before we agree to rescind the sale under the warranty. This
warranty is not assignable and applies only to the original
purchaser on record with Julien's. This warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased property
(this includes without limitation, heirs, successors, benefici-
aries or assigns).

Should a sale be rescinded and the purchase price paid (final
successful bid price, plus the buyer's premium), it is specifi-
cally understood that this will be considered the sole remedy.
It is exclusive and in lieu of any other remedy available as a
matter of law, or in equity.

Exclusions will be made and this warranty does not apply to
“Attribution” which on the date of sale was in accordance
with the then generally accepted opinion of scholars and spe-
cialists, or the identification of periods or dates of execution
which may be proven inaccurate by means of scientific
processes not generally accepted for use until after publica-
tion of the catalogue or listing online, or which were unrea-
sonably expensive or impractical to employ.
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LOT 115 
MAURICE DENIS (FRENCH, 1870-1943)
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